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The Liberty Boys In the Drowned Lands
OR, PERILOUS TIMF.S OUT :WEST
I

By HARRY MOORE
CHAPTER !.-Trouble With the Indians.
Crack-crack-crack I
Whiz! zipp I
There
was a sudden rattle of musketry and a whirling
and whizzing of arrows, followed by a chorus of
fierce yells. Two boys in a dugout on the Ohio
river, about half-way between the present sites
of Louisville and Cincinnati, heard the sounds,
and ceased firing.
''That's the work of Indiams, Dick,'' declared
• one, in a pensive tone.
"There can be little doubt of it. Bob. Paddle
in, rapidly but cau tiously. T h ere may n ot be
many of them." •
"It does n ot seem as if there were by the
sound of the yells, Dick," answered Bob Estabrook, who was the first lieutenant of the Liberty Boys, a band of brave young patriots fighting for American independence.
"No; but there may be too many for us, Bob,"
replied Dick Slater, the handsome young captain
of the Liberty Boys, as he thru;;t his paddle deep
into the water, and sent the usually clumsy craft
ahead with great speed and dexterity.
The dugout under the management of Dick and
Bob became as light as a canoe, being much safer
besides, as it was almost impossible to upset it.
"I shouldn't wonder if Mark and some of the
boys were on the river, and they will be sure to
hear the sounds of firing and yelling,'' muttered
Bob, as he paddled in perfect time with Dick. "In
that case we will have help."
"Yes, but we must not depend upon that, Bob."
The firing and yelling continued, and now the
boys smelled smok,e and then saw it as it came
floating through the woods and out upon the
river, showing that the Indians were doing more
than firing upon some settler's cabin.
"The red rascals have set fire to the cabin or
a shed, Dick," sputtered Bob, who was of an
impetuous nature. "They are making all the
trouble they can, apparently."
The boys soon reached the bank, hurriedly tied
up the dugout, and ran off in the direction of the
sounds, holding their long rift.es ready to fire at
the first notice. They were not in uniform just
now, but wore suits of well-tanned buckskin as
soft as velvet, with coonskin caps on their heads,
and in this guise might have been taken for young
backwoodsmen. In a short time the boys came
upon a log cabin in a little clearing a short distance . back from the river, and here they saw
seven or eight half-naked and painted Indians

dancing about, yelling, and now and then Jiring
rifles or muskets, and shooting blazing arrows at
the cabin.
A little shed at one side of the cabin had been
set on fire, and was now blazing furiously, and
it was the smoke from this which the boys had
seen upon the river.
Crack-crack-crack crack! The boys presently opened fire upon the
Indians, first with their long rifles and then with
the heavy pistols they carried in their belts,
each being provided with four or five of these. ·
When the Indians suddenly realized that their
comrades were falling all around them, and that
some of these fell without a groan and lay motionless, they were seized with a panic. Other
shots rang out, not from the cabin, but from the
woods upon one side, and then of a sudden there
was another discharge of muskets in another direction, and, with a ringing shout, seven or eight
gallant boys in blu e and buff dashed out, and
began firing their pistols with great rapidity and
with good effect.
The Indians took to their heels, and then Dick
and Bob stepped out, the latter saying to the
leader of the new arrivals, a boy in the uniform
of a second lieutenant;
"You came in good time, Mark. Bob thought
that you might."
The boys were now trying to p.ut out the fire
at the shed, and Mark Morrison, the second lieutenant of the Liberty Boys, replied:
"We heard shots and yells, Captain, and suspected that Indians were at work, and, as we
were on the lookout for such, followed the sounds
and sent in a volley. You saw them first, didn't
you?"
"Yes, Mar k, but there were only two of us, and
we were not ready to show ourselves just then."
The door of the log cabin was now thrown open
and the settler, his wife, four sons, and three girls
came out.
"I reckon you come when you was most wanted, Captain," said the settler to Mark. "We uns
was having it putty hot, an' I reckon we'd be
burned out right quick when you come up."
"We are glad we did, sir," answered Mark,
"but I am not the captain, only second lieutenant. This is Captain Slater," pointing to Dick.
"I want to know! Gosh! do secon' lootenants
wear better duds than captains?"
"Not usually, sir," laughed Dick; ''but we were
out scouting; the lieutenant and I did not want
to wear our uniforms. Lieutenant Morrison and
his boys were out lookin g about and heard t h e
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shots, the same as we did, and came to the rescue."
"Waal, you did for sartin, captain.
There
ain't no need to try an' put out the fire in the
shed, boys. Better let it burn. The Wind ain't
blowin' our way, an' I reckon it won't do no
harm."
"I think we had better tear it down," returned
Dick. "The wind may change and then the smell
of smoke may attract other Indians, as the smell
of blood draws wolves, and you do not want a
visit from any more, I fancy."
"I reckon we don't!" declared one of the sons,
a strapping young man over six feet in height.
"They're too pesky troublesome."
The boys were pulling down the shed, and now
the settler's sons gave them some help, the girls
looking on.
"Is this your family, sir?" asked Dick.
"Not all on it. Two o' my boys is in the army,
an' one o' my gals is married an' livin' in Virginny. That is a right good piece from here, I
reckon."
"Pap's got a lot o' mouths to feed," said the
youngest boy, who was about fourteen, 'but strong,
tall and sturdy, "an' I done told him that I'd join
the army too and make one less, but he reckoned that the sogers wouldn't want me. You're
sort o' sogers, ain't you?"
"Yes, we have seen a good deal of fighting,"
with a smile.
"You uns are all boys?"
"Yes, we are the Liberty Boys."
"Would you take me, think?" eagerly.
"I wouldn't be surprised," smiling. "Ho.w old
are you?"
."Fifteen, next plantin' time, but I know boys
o' sixteen who ain't as big as me."
"Can you shoot, run, ride, swim, use ;:m axe,
climb trees, do as you are told, and help the
qthers without complaining?"
·
"He can do all them things, Rube can," said
the E~ttler.
•
"An' he can do as he's told, too, an' never
growl s at havin' to do chores," added the woman. "Rube is a good boy, but all o' my chil- ·
dren have been brought up in the fear o' the
Lord an' of etarnal punishment, an' you won't
ftnd a likelier lot in Kentucky, if I do say it."
And are you willing that Reuben should join
the Liberty Boys?"
"Waal, I reckon I am if he wants to. Do you
want to go with the capting, Rube?"
"Can I?" asked the boy, looking eagerly at
Dick.
"I think so, if your people are willing. You
might be killed in the first fight, though, you
must understand."
"And then I might not. You don't always lose
some o' 'the boys when you fight?"
"No, we don't, and we have lost comparatively
few of them, considering how long we have been
fighting. Some of the boys have been in the
troop three or four years."
"I reckon there wouldn't be any more danger
of my bein' wiped out than any of the rest?"
"No, not .if you took care of yourselef," with a
smile. "Of course, none of us runs into danger
unnecessarily."
"An' there's danger everywhere. A tree might

fall on me, or a bear m lgnt kill me. I got t o
loo!< out ror myself."
'"l'ha1 is JUSL 1t," smiling.
Anu you ·u unk I wouia do?"
''l naven·t tne st1gll'Lest aoubt of it."
"Would you wane me now, \Jap•.:11n ?"
"Now 1s as good a time as any, Keuoen. What
is your name '! "
";:)argeTI"L. '! 'here's Zeke and Obatiiah and Sam,
and J pnai han and Silas are in the army. Then
there·s Bess and ~uth and Charity, but strn don't
seem io 111rn 1,ne fellow what wants lier."
"Neither do you, Ruoe Sargent," said one of
the girls, w110 was two years or more older.
"He's a ·i ·ory and a bad man besides."
"And i reckon 1:1' I catch him hangln' around
here he' ll be wuss!" declared the se.1;1er. "He's
wuss'n a Tory; he's a renegade, an' if the In,
juns hereabouts are stlrrin' u)l trouble, you can
make sure that he's got something to do with It."
"Who Is he, sir'!" asked Dick, llstenlng, for he
thought he heard suspicious sounds.
"l-i1s name is Dan Westbrook, an' he's most as
bad as Sime Girty an' them fellers. He makes
out he ain't a renegade, but some o' the nelghbo1·s says they seen him mak!n' bargains with. tile
lnjuns to burn out one or t'othe1', an' they's no
use o' his denyin' of It, 'cause they're all good
honest men what seen hlm."
"Better reload, If you have not, boys," said Dick
quietly. •·1 am of the opinion that the Indians
are returning, and with a larger force."
The Liberty Boys never neglected to keep their
muskets and pistols loaded, as they neve1· knew
when they nught need them, and they had already attended to this duty. The shed had been
pulled down and the burning en:1bers put out, so
that the flames would not spread , and the timbers might be used again. Dick sent the girls in
the cabin, he and the Liberty Boys gathering in
front, keeping a lookout for the enemy, whom
many of them could now hear coming on, some
through the woods and some by the river, where
Mark and two or three of the Liberty Boys were
posted. The cabin was large enough to hold the
boys if they were hard pressed, but Dick did not
seem to take to it unless he was, preferring to
engage the redskins in the open where he could
see them. Mark and his two companions, Harry
Judson and Harry Thurber, saw Indians on the
river before the boys at the cabin saw any, and
prepared to dispute their landing as long as they
could.
•
The reds, seeing the boys on . the river bank
and not knowing how many more of them there
might be, hesitated about landing, and began to
look for some other point where they might get
on shore unmolested. Then a score of painted
Indians came suddenly rushing out of the woods,
uttering horrid yells and shooting blazing arrows
at the boys. The plucky young patriots were not
to be frightened away by a mere noise, however,
and they stood firm, withholding their fire until
the Indians should come near enough to make
their shots all the more effective.
"There's plenty o' room in the cabin, Captain,"
said the settler, "if the red varmints push you too
hard."
"I know that, sir," Dick replied, ''but we won't
go in till we are obliged to. I think there are
more of the Liberty Boys on the river or in the
h
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woods, and if they hear the sound of firing, they listenin' to all sorts o' lies about me, and so I
thoug ht it wa s better to show a flag, thinkin' he
will come up."
T he r edskins, seeing the determined stand of might h a ' been sa yin' somet hin' about me to yout he Libet-ty Boys, evidently fe ared th at there uns. I can send t he Injuns away, a nd I will, if
were more behind, and hesita ted about comin g on, you'll let me have 'Lisbeth for my wife. The
as did those on the river. The settler and his fam- •In juns know me and will do what I tell 'em if I
ily, except Reuben, remain ed in the cabin, the give 'em a few presents, and I will. What do you
boy seeming. t o feel that he was h alf a Liberty say?"
"I cannot give you anybody for your wife,"
Bey, and therefore entitled to stay with them.
H is brothers an d sisters, as well as his father, replied Dick. "You'll have to a sk the young wohad rifles or muskets, and the' gir ls knew how to man herself, or her father at all events."
At that moment there was the sudden sound
use them a s well as the boys, and wer e as well
of firing from the rear of the cabin, and then a
prepar ed to do so.
"They are trying to get around behind us,'' ringing cheer from a score of lusty young throats.
"Liberty forever I Give it to the red i~scals,
said DicR:, in a few minutes. "I can see them
Down with the skulking
si1eaking t hrough the woods. Pass the word to Liberty Boys!
your f ather, Reuben. You can go in without ex- wretches!"
"Hallo! there are some more of the boys, just
citing any suspicion."
"All r ight, Captain," said the boy, proud to do as we expected!" cried Bob. "They did come,
after all, and just as we needed them."
a n ything for the captain of the Liberty Boys.
Instantly the white messenger hurried away,
and then Indians were seen running into the
woods back of the cabin to join those at the
CHAPTER II.-Still More Trouble.
front. Then the newcomers came around to the
front of the cabin, and Dick said to their leader,
The Indians, unsuspecting danger in that quar- a dashy boy somewhat younger than himself:
ter, presently m a de a dash at the rear of the
"Take your boys to the river, Jack. Mark may
cabin, thinking to surpri se the family, carry the need you."
pla ce, and leave the Liberty Boys without a shel"All right, Captain," and Jack Warren took.
ter. When the settler and all his family opened the boys away in haste, finding that the Indians
fire upon them, however, they discovered that t he at the river had been reinforced and were just
whites were better prepared for them than they about to attempt to land in spite of Mark and
supposed. A s soon as the firing began at the his two boys. Then muskets and pistols began
rear of the cabin, the Indian s in front rushed to rattle and crack, and the Indians received a
forwa r d expecting to catch the boys between two warmer reception than before, and retired greatfires, but they were as much disappointed as were ly discouraged.
those in the rear.
The other Indians, hearing the firing at the
The boys poured in one volley after another, river and thinking
their allies were sucand many of the reds fell and were carried from ceedin g, now chargedthat
again on Dick, and thi~
t he field by their comrades, the fire proving too time the Tory was with them, cheering them
on.
hot for them. The Indians. on the river, hearing The boys at the river, seeing that their assailants
t he firing at the cabin, attempted to land, but had fled, and hearing the firing at the cabin,
now
were fired u pon so energetically by \iark and the joined the boys there, and with the settler's famtwo Harr ys that they gave it up, three or four ily gave the redskins a rough h andling , causing
of their men being tumbled over into the river them and their white leader to beat a hasty refrom the canoes, and one or two others ba dly
w ounded. The Indians on shore ret reat ed, and treat.
t he boys lost no time in reloadin g so a s to be
"If we. keep on,'' la ughed ~ ob, "w.e will h ave
ready for the enemy when n ext they ca me oii. In all. the L ibert y Boy_s engaged m fightmg the reda few minutes a white man came out of t he skms, and they will fi nd that we can do even
woods, and, waving a white handker chief, said in - more t han we h ave already done."
a loud tone:
"Where are t he Indians on the river , Lieuten··~on't shoot! I ain't a Injun, an' I h ain't got ant ?" asked Dick of Mark.
nothin' to do w ith 'em, but I reckon I kin manage
"Some of them are at the bot tom, Captain,''
'em if you will listen to me."
grimly. " The rest ha ve gone a wa-y."
Reuben Sar g ent came out of the cabin and said
It was 'vell t ha t M:ark did return, for the Into Dick quietly, so that the man could not possibly dian s were comin g back in greater numbers, hophear him:
ing to do better at the sh ore tha n ~t the c:ibin,
"Th a t 's Dan Westbrook, the Tory and rene- and maki ng a determine<l effor t t o land. Dick,
g ade, Ca ptain. Don't you listen to him. He hearing the firin g, took h is boys t o t he r ;ver,
can lie as fa st a s a horse can trot, an d t her e's no caut ioning the settler to give an alarm if he
more trusting him than there is an Injun."
were again att acked. T he I ndians were again
"I will hear what he h as to say, Reuben," Dick r epulsed, and seemed to have an idea that t her e
returned · quietly, "but I don't have to trust him, wer e Liberty Boys at all points, a s they seemed
for all that."
to meet them wherever they attempted to make
Then Dick walked forward ' 'a few paces and an attack.
called out in a loud, clear tone:
They were tumbled unceremoniously out of
"Well, my man, who are you and what do you their ca noes, some of the latter were sunk or
wa nt ? If you are our friend, you had no need upset , and they received the roughest kind of a
of a flag."
han dling at the hands of the determin ed young
"Waal, Sargent don't like - me, and has been patr~ots. More discouraged than ever, they now
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retired, and at t he end of an hour nothing was
seen or heard of them.
"I don't think we shall be troubled with them
any more, Dick,'' declared Bob. "They would
have come back by this time if they had been
going to attack u s, don't you think?"
"Very likely, but we might take the dugout,
Bob, and go along the river some little distance.
Remain here, Mark, for it is possible that the
marauders may come from another direction."
Dick and Bob then got in the dugout again
and went down the river a s before, keeping reasonably well out from shore so a s to avoid a surprise from their wily red foes. Bob paddled silently and swiftly, while Dick with his rifle across
his knees kept a lo.o kout along the shore for any
suspicious signs, listenin g now a nd then, his ears
being exceptional ly sharp. Dick Slater .was a
well-built, manly-look ing boy, with brown hair,
blue gray eyes, pleasant features, and a look of
great determinati on, and, whether in buckskin or
his captain's uniform, presented a figure not to
be forgotten. He and Bob E st abrook were of the
same age and were friends and like br others,
which they were likely to be some day, a s t he
sister of each was the sweetheart of the ot her.
Both boys, as did many of the Liber ty Boys,
hailed from Westcheste r, in New York, but at
this time the troop was on the Ohio, watching the
Indians and getting ready to Join Colonel George
Rogers Clarke, a noted Indian fighter, in an expedition against their red foes. As they now
glided rapidly down the river, Dick kept his eyes
on the bank, while Bob attended strictly to managing the dugout, knowing that when Dick needed
him he would say so. They had gone a mile or
more, when Dick, glancing under the overhanging branches, being at that time somewhat closer
· to the bank on account of the trend of the current, saw the feathered topknots of a number of
Indians at a little distance.
Dick's eyes were as sharp a s his ears, and he
noticed many things which would escape the at• tention of others. The Indians were not watching the bank, but had their backs to him and
were seated around a fire, it being well on into
the autumn now, and approachin g sunset as well,
so that a fire was grateful. Dick had an idea
that the fire had not been built for comfort entirely, however , and he now gave Bob a quick
sign al to send t he dugout close in to t he ba nk
under the branches, the bank over h ang ing somewhat at t hat. poin t. When they were well under
t he bank and entirely h idden from the ga ze of
chan ce prowlers, Dick said softly, fe a rin g that he
m ight be overheard even at t hat di st an ce:
"You saw t hem, Bob ?"
"Yes, but I did not sa y anything . I knew you
would signal whatever you wanted done, Dick. "·
"That is a coun cil fi r e, Bob. Those fellows a r e
deliberatin g some move aga inst u s. We ought t o
know what it is."
"Yes, bu t we don't under st and the language of
the redskins, a nd we wouldn't know a wor d of
what they said."
"I would not be surpr ised if there were whites
with them, Bob, th is f ellow Westbr ook and perhaps others."
"You did not see any? " eager ly.
"No; but the whites have been with them, and
I think they are likely to be there now , or soon.

I think I will try and overhear some of their confab."
Dick then made his way up the bank, leaving
his rifle behind him in the dugout, as it was likely to impede his motion if he took it with him
through the woods. Creeping stealthily alongwith no noise, and taking care not to expose him-self, he shortly heard the sound of voices, a nd
knew that only Indians were talking by the
sounds. He went on rapidly, making a sligh t
detour so as to get behind a thick clump of bushe::;
he had seen, and at length he reached it and
crept up under it, peering through at the seve;1
or eight Indians who sat on a little knoll a r ound
the fire. Presently he hea rd the sound of footste~s and then a h a il, the Indian s springing to
their feet and looking in the direction of the
sound. In a few moments three w hite men came
up, one of them being Da n Westbrook, the renegade and Tory.
Dick did not know the others, but he took a
good look at them so tha t he would know them
again when he saw them, a nd also noted thei r
voices well, for he never forgot either face or
voice once it w as well impressed upon his memory. The three whites sat among the Indian;;
around the fire, and Westbrook said:
"Holdin' a pow-wow, a r e you ? Well, that's a ll
right, but I've got a word or two to say."
"Injun go away," declared one of the redskins.
"Long knives come, white boy braves too plenty
much, shoot many times, kill many Injuns, more
better go. Bimeby more long knives, more white
boy ~rave s , no more Injuns left, all go to happy
huntmg grounds."
"So you think you better go into your own
country, do you?"
"Huh! More better! Go up Wabash, redcoat
take fort, stay dere, no lose any more brave. "
"They must mean Vincennes or some of the
forest forts," thought Dick.
"Well, pe:iohaps you're right, and I'm willing
to go with you, but first I want to get the white
gal. I 've made up my mind to marry her and
I'm go,ing to ~o it. Y?u help me get the gal, and
then Ill go with you Just as soon as you like."
" "Blackhear t get .squaw. himself!" with a grun t.
P a leface shoot, kill, w hite boy brave kill much
br ave lie, go to happy hunting ground, p~leface
get gal, t hen we go."
"They are tak ing no more ri sks," was Dick's
t hou ght. ~ "They a re losing hea rt, it is quite plain
to see. I wonder what Westbr ook will say to
tha t? "
"You don 't want to go ri gh t u p open like an rl.
say you want the g al,'' spoke u p on e of the othe r
whites. "You wa nt to do it qu iet an d sneaky like ,
just like you do t hings, in the dark, when they're
a ll in bed. We don't want to get killed a n''
more'n we want to get killed ourselves, but you' "~
more sneaky 'n we are an' can do it better.
I
reckon Dan 'll be willin' to give you a rifle a nd "
jug o' r um if you do the thing proper , won't you,
Da n? "
" Of course I will! " answer ed the renegad'.!
pr ompt ly. "I don't expect an y one t o d o me ii
g oo d turn like that without givin ' h im a g ood
present for it."
"The rascal is too careful of his own skin."
thought Dick. "He is too well aware of the risk
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t o take any chances. The idea of a present, especially of the rum, will take the Indians."
"Huh! lnjun get gal, then we go?"
"Of course. I am as anxious to get out'n here
as you are, , Chief. Do it to-night. If you get a
dozen more scalps, I don't care, but we must
have the gal."
"And I shall do my best to prevent you!"
thought Dick.
Just at that moment something startling happened.
CHAPTER !IL-Keeping a Lookout on the
Enemy.
Having heard all that he cared to hear, Dick
was about to creep away as quietly as he had
come and make his way to Bob and return to the
camp, first stopping at the settler's house to warn
him to be on the lookout for Westbrook and the
Indians.• Cautious as he u sually was, Dick nevertheless stepped upon a twig and snapped it
with a sharp sound, which was at once heard by
the Indians and by the whites as well. Dick
started back in haste and loosened the earth at
the foot of the bushes on the opposite side, sending earth and pebbles rolling down the bank with
a great clattering.
"J erushy ! there's a spy listenin' to us!" yelled
the renegade, leaping to his feet, the redskins
having already arisen.
Dick was on his feet in a moment, hurrying
away toward the river. In an instant he was
seen, and a number of the redskins fitted arrows
to the notches in their bows and let drive at him.
Twang-zipp ! An arrow passed through the top
of Dick Slater's coonskin cap and carried it away
in a trice. Another passed through the sleeve of
his hunting shirt, narrowly mi ssing his arm. Two
others struck trees close behind him and remained there quivering, being' buried so deep that it
would take a considerable effort to pull them out.
Dick quickly put trees between himself and
the pursuing Indians, and then turned and fired
two or three rapid shots at them, bringing one to
the grourid with an ugly scalp wound, and giving another a flesh wound in t.he arm. He knew
that the shots would ahH'm B '.lb and bring the
plucky fellow to hi s rescue, and he now ran on
without sending any more shots after the Indians.
Bullets and arrows came hi s way, but none hit
him, and he ran rapidly on . presently seeing Bob
at the top of the bank. The impetuous young
lieutenant discharged both rifles and then threw
them into the dugout, firing two shots with his
pistols, all taking effect and causing the enemy
to halt.
The rapidity of the shots fired made them
think that there were several of the boys coming to Dick's aid, and not mel'ely one, and they
had no desire to run into a nest of the plucky
young patriots, whose ability as sharpshooters
t hey had alread y seen demonstrated to their cost.
" Hurry, Bob!" cried Dick. "Into the boat with
you! There are too many of these fellows to
trifle with."
Bob hurried down the bank ' and into the dugout, therefore, and the young captain lost no time
in following him.. By the time the cautious redskins arrived at the bank the boys were safely out

upon the stream, and Dick was reloading, while
Bob was paddling swiftly and sending the dugout
farther out and upstream. A number of the
redskins fired, and Westbrook and the other
whites did the same. Then Dick laid down the
rifle he was loading, seized one of his pistols, and
gave Westbrook a bad wound in the.arm. Then
he snatched the pistols Bob had not yet discharged, and sent i._n two more shots, toppling
two of the redskins into the river. They presently clambered out, but there were no more shots
sent after the boys, and the I:qpians took precious good care to keep out of sight and no·t expose themselves to further danger.
"You need not go quite so fast now, Bob," observed Dick quietly, contihuing his loading of the
rifles and pistols.
It was not far from sunset when the boys
reached the cabin and joined the boys, who were
still waiting for them.
"The Indians are going away, Mr. Sargent,"
said Dick, "but Westbrook wants to take your
daughter Bess with him, and the Indians and a
few whites are coming to your cabin to-night
for that purpose. Perhaps I had better leave
some of my boys here to help you defend the
place?"
"Just as you say, Captain," returned the settler. "I ain't refusin' any help o' that sort,
though I kin tell Dan Westbrook that ef I get
sight o' his ugly phiz, I won't impr ove it, not by
a durned sight!"
"I doubt if he will come. I gave him an ugly
scratch in the arm which, while not ~t all dangerou s, will keep him at home to-night, 1 fancy."
"I'm mighty glad you did, Captain, an' I only
wish it had been his bull neck."
"By your talk you and the lieutenant must have
had a lively time during your absence, Captain,"
remarked a jolly-looking fellow, one of the liveliest of them all, of the name of Ben Spurlock.
"You could not expect anything else, Ben,"
laughed Sam Sanderson, who was Ben's chum.
"The captain never goes out that he does not
meet with some adventure."
"Not often, at' any rate," observed George
Brewster, another of the Liberty Boys standing
near.
"Remain here with a dozen or t'.venty of the
boys, Mark," added Dick. "You can fix up a
camp and make yourselves comfortable. I will
return to the camp and send some supplies, as we
don't want to put our good friends to the trouble
of feeding so many hearty boys, and all of them
with good appetites."
Dick and Bob and all of the bays except fifteen
now set off up the river in canoes. dugouts, and
boats, the young captain asking the son of the
settler to go with them, an invitation which the
boy gladly accept ed, being anxious to see the
camp and make the acquaintance of the rest of
the Libertv Boys. .He went in the dugout with
Dick and Bob, the young captain wishing to talk
with and _obser ve him more than he had already
done, having taken a fancy to him and wishirig
to i;ee more of him.
"You better let me paddle, captain," said Reu-·
ben. "I am u sed to a dugout, and it's better for
me to paddle than you, 'cause you're the captain,
and I'm just a boy."
"That's all right," laughed Bob. "But you
• t •'
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won't see the captain shirking work if it's necessary for him to do it, and he will never ask any
of us to do anything that he won't do himself."
"I reckon not," Reuben answered. "But don't
you think I'd better?"
"There is no harm in it, certainly," with a
smile, and the boy took the paddle and handled it
with great de":ftness.
At the camp they met a number of -the boys,
who, having heard the sound of distant firing,
had been gre~tly interested and were now most
eager to hear the news. Dick put on his uniform,
and then, some tf the boats being loaded with
supplies for the boys at the cabin, went back
with them, leaving Bob to look after the camp.
Dick returned to the cabin with Reuben and
three or four of the boys, Patsy remaining in
camp, as he always had supposed he would.
Meantime the boys had made a temporary camp
and built a. fire, some of the number having shot
some small game, while others had drawn water
and brought wood and done other necessary
things. Ben and Sam acted as cooks, assisted by
the two Harrys, things going on smoothly by
the time Dick and the rest .had returned, by which
time it was growing dark.
Reuben Sargent had supper with the boys,
seeming to enjoy the novelty ~reatly, the boys
themselves taking a great fancy to him. After
supper the boys occupied themselves in various
ways, sentries being posted on the river and outsid~ the little camp to keep an eye on the redskins and give timely warning of their approach.
"The Tory may think that I have given warning and rtot make his intended visit," remarked
Dick to Mark, "but I think it is just as well to be
prepared for them, and if they don't come, no
harm will be done."
"No, and it will be a pleasant change for the
boys," replied Mark. "They like to see new faces
now and then."
Time wore on, the settler's family retired,
many of the boys rolled tlIBmselves up in their
blankets by the fire and went to sleep, and at last
all was dark and still in the little camp.
The
settler had offered Dick a room in the cabin, but
the young captain said that he would remain
with the boys so as to be ready in case anything
happened, and he slept in a rude shack that had
been erected at one side. It was well along toward midnight, the fires had died down to the
merest glimmer, and everything was quiet in
camp, when Ben Spurlock, on guard at the edge
of the woods, heard suspicious sounds, and gave
warning to the boy nearest him by :imitating the
chirp of a cricket.
The boys had many such signals, and could
communicate with each other in the presence of
an enemy without a single word being exchanged.
Ben had heard stealthy footsteps and suspected
that Indians were appr.oaching, listening attentively after giving the signal, which was repeated,
shortly going all around the camp. Ben shortly
heard the sound again, and then the sound o:f'
whispering voices, the latter being those o:f'
whites.
"There's been a camp," said one, the whisper
being heard farther than a low tone would have
· carried. "Do you suspect the young rebels are
here now?"
"I donno, but I wisht Dan had come hisself.

It's his business more'n it is ours, an' he orter
'tend to it. I've no notion o' gittin' a shot in the
arm or leg just for lookin' out for him an' stealin' his gal."
Just then a puff of wind fanned one of the.dying fires into a blaze and revealed the shacks
and the boys lying around the fires in their
blankets, but none of the sentries, these being hidden by the trees.
"Jerushy! there is a camp!" exclaimed one.
"Maybe we'd better get around back o' the cabin
an' get the gal away without arousin' the young
rebels.''.
"All right; let's get back to the Injuns."
Then the two men crept away, and Ben signaled
the fact to the next boy, who passed the word
on till all knew it. Dick was awake, and, coming
out cautiously, made his way to Ben's post and
asked:
' "What is it, B en?"
- "Renegades, two of them. Westbrook is not
here. There are Indians. The two scouts are
going back to get them. They mean to break
into the cabin at the rear and steal Bess. They
think they can do so witl10ut alarming us."
"You didn't hear or see any Indians?"
"No; but these men spoke about them, and have
gone to bring them up.''
All the boys in the little camp were awake by
this time, but made no sound and did not stir,
knowing that they would be aroused in time to
defend themselves.
"The Indians will want to make a sudden attack so as to throw the camp into confusion and
thus get away with the girl," declared Dick,
"but the whites will want to be more quiet. It is
likely that the Indians will have their way, as
there are more of them."
There were boys at the rear of the cabin, and
Mark now got those at the river up to the cabin,
Dick making his way there through the woods so
quickly and noiselessly that none of the Indians,
had they been on hand, w1mld have noticed him.
At length the sentries deteG:ted the presence of
Indians, and Dick signaled to all the boys t o be
ready to spring up at a moment's warning.
Then, as he supposed would be the case, the
Indians made a sudden attack, rushing in with a
chorus of yells, expecting to carry everything before them. To their amazement, the fires suddenly blazed up, and they were met by a rattling
volley from the brave boys, who discharged muskets, rifles, and pistols in rapid order, and with
disastrous effect to their red foes. Then the settler and his sons appeared and joined in the attack on the Indians with great vigor.

CHAPTER IV.-The New Recruit Shov:s l\'Iettle.
The Indians, instead of taking the settler and
the Liberty Boys by surprise, had been more
than sm·prised themselves, and beat a hasty retreat, carrying their dead and. wounded with
them. Muskets and pistols rattled and cracked
in all directions, and it seemed as if there were
boys everywhere, and that they coula not go in
any direction without meeting them.
There was no attempt made to rush in on the
cabin, which seemed to be deferrded at all points.
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and reds and whites made a hasty departure and
did not again attempt to attack the place.
"Those fellows seem to think that we are nothing, but a lot of little boys who don't know how
to keep watch, and that they can run in on us
and surprise us without the slightest trouble,"
sputtered Mark, "and it only serves them right to
lose a lot of their men."
"They should have had a better opinion of us
l:;y this time surely," added Dick, with a dry
laugh, "but I think this has been a lesson to them
· 11, and that they will not again trouble us."
He was right, for the night passed and morn;ng dawned without any further alarm, and the
Loys arose greatly refreshed, and began to pre1.are for the day. Search was made for the In,; am; for some distance, but nothing was seen of
L'em or of thl:l, renegades, some of the boys going
~: s far as Dick had been the day before.
"They may have gone away," observed Dick,
"Lut it is as well to be on our guard for a time,
:..s I believe Westbrook will endeavor to carry off
the girl, having made up his mind that he wants
her."
"Pap will shoot him on sight, " said Reuben to
a number of the boys, "and I don't believe sister
Bess would. let him carry her off without giving
him a lot of trouble. She can shoot a rifle or a
pistol as good as any of us, and she never goes
out without one or t'other."
"Your sister is a very clever girl, Reuben,"
said Jack, which caused Mark, who was a bit of
a tease, to say with a laugh:
"Better look out, Jack, or Ben will cut you out.
I saw him making sheeps' eyes at Miss Bess this
morning, and if he thinks you are going in for
a--"
"How do you know that I am?" asked Jack,
with a noncommittal air.
"But aren't you?" asked Mark, who was eager
to find out, $ C· that he could tease Jack, which,
·
by the way, he never managed to do.
"Keep guessing, l\Iark," laughed Jack, who was
the other's particular chum and very fond of
him. "It will be a good brain exercise."
"But aren't you, Jack?" persisted Mark.
"You will have to keep on guessing," with a
laugh.
"But you said that Bess was very clever."
"Well, what of it?" with provoking coolness.
"Do you think Ben is?" asked Mark, changing
his tactics.
"ls what?" as if he did not know.
"Fond of Bess ?"
"You had better ask him," laughing. " He will
tell you, of course." ·
"Oh, you are incorrigible," and Mark went off
to see if he could tease some one else.
The boys went back to camp at length, taking
Reuben with them, the boy being sworn in as
one of the Liberty Boys and fitted out with a mu sket, uniform and horse soon after his arrival.
llick had warned the settler to keep a sharp
lookout for the renegades, and not to allow Bess
to go away from the cabin without one of the
boys or some one who could take care of her
until it was certain that Westbrook and his confederates had left the neighborhood.
There was no further trouble reported from
the Indians anywhere in the district, and the
probability was that they had g one away as they
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had said t hey would, but whet her the evil-minded
whites had gone with t hem or n ot could n ot be
determined at once. While the boys were r esting Dick took t he dugout, which had been brought
along, and went out upon t he .river, taking Reuben with him, to reconnoiter and see if he .could
learn anything from some of the scattered settlements a long the bank.
The new recru it paddled, which he did very
well, and Dick sat in the stern with a rifle over
his knees, keeping a watch along shore. In case
an enemy should attack them or they should see
game along the river, the rifle would be more
effectual than pistols, Reuben having his musket
alongside him, ready to catch up at a moment's
noti ce. It was late in the season now, and the
trees, except the occasional firs, were bare and
brown, the view being much less interrupted than
when the trees were in full leaf.
There were stretches of country here and there
where there was a great deal of water, the lowlands bing flood ed and the river seeming much
wider than usual. Later in the season and farther on their journey there would be more of
these watery stretches, when they reached what
wer e known as the drowned lands of Illinois and
Indiana, along the Wabash and its tributaries,
there being many low places where the water always overflowed in the winter and spring. These
flooded regions were comparatively <f.ew in this
section, but gave on e an indication of what he
might expect later. A sudden flaw of wind sweeping down the river and a sudden change in the
current swept the boys well over to the farther
side of the river, and Dick said:
"It will be no harm to go over there, Reuben.
In fact, we will be more sheltered among the
trees, and we may see something as well ."
"You don't expect to see that pesky Tory, do
you, captain?" asked the new Liberty Boy, casting a side glance at his musket as he sent the
dugout much nearer the other shore.
"No, hardly so soon as this, but there may be
si~1s of Indians or of game, and perhaps I can
tell how soon the wet season may set in by the
si gns."
"Yes, I reckon we might, captain. The river
seems tolerable wide just here, don't it?"
"Yes, but these bottoms are fertile fields in the
season, and are covered with grain and all sorts
of food products. There should be a settlement
along here, but it may be farther in."
Continuing, they presently found themselves
among the trees, the water reaching well up on
the trunks, while here and there were stumps almost under water.
"It is bad enough here," observed Dick, "but
along the Wabash later in the season they say it
is much worse, the dry parts being miles apart
and not very extensive at that."
"Them's what they call the drowned lands, I
reckon," remarked the other thoughtfully.
"Yes, and well they deserve the name," replied
Dick, looking off to one side as Reuben sent the
dugout skillfully between two great firs whose
branches nearly swept the water.
Then he suddenly dropr: ed his paddle, caught
up his musket, and fired, the report sounding
strange in thi s watery waste, where on ly the
trees could be seen, and no dry land. There was
a sudden cry, then another report, and then a
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splash, and in another moment a cone was seen
disappearing in the submerged forest, rapidly
propelled by a man in buckskin and wearing a
coonskin cap.
"Jove, there is the Tory himself!" ejaculated
Dick, suddenly turning and looking that way.
"Yes, I reckon he meant to do for you, captain; and I didn't wait for orders, but just plugged away the minute I set eyes on him. There
wasn't much time, either, for he was drawing
trigger the minute I saw him, and something had
to be done right sudden."
"Did you hit him, Reuben?"
"I donno, captain.
Anyhow, I knocked his
rifle out'n his hand, and it went off before it
fell into the water. He give a yell, but that
might have been 'count o' the stinging he got
from the rifle's being hit so sudden."
"I thank you, Reuben," quietly. "I had seen
nothing of the fellow, and had heard nothing.
There will be little use to pursue him, for the
water leaves no scent no:r trail, and the trees are
thick and very leafy where he went."
"I reckon we better go out on the river now,
captain?" asked the boy.
"Yes; but reload while I take the paddle, Reuben. You may need it for another shot before
you know it, and this is a duty which the Liberty
Boys never neglect. "
Reuben relOb.ded while Dick sent the dugout
toward the open water, managing it with great
dexterity. Suddenly Dick saw a deer standing
knee-deep in the wate:r under a heavy fir, and
whispered to Reuben as he held water with his
paddle:
"Do you see that fellow there, my boy? Can
you hit him? You will delight · Patsy's heart if
you take a fine bit of game like that home to
him."
"I reckon I can, captain," returned the boy
quietly, and then he raised his musket, took careful aim, and fired.
The shot was a good one, for the buck was
brought down without the waste of another, and
when Dick and the new Liberty Boy reached him
he lay floating on the water, dead.
"We will h?.ve to tow him," declared Dick.
"He is a big fellow, and would pretty well fill
the dugout, besides being some trouble to get in."
They secured a rope about the creature's horns,
and towed him across the river and to the camp.
"I couldn't do anything else, boys,'' he said
modestly, while they were all praising him, shak' ing his hands and slappin~ him on the back. "I
done tQOk an oath to help any of the Liberty
Boys that ne ed~d it, and if I shouldn 't help the
captain, I donno who I should."
"I had no idea that Westbrook would be anywhere about." declared Dick, "and it is not likely
that we shall see him again, nO"w that he is aware
t hat we are in the neighborhood, for he realizes
the danger of being within range of us."
"I'd like to have been there," sputtered Bob,
"to help the new boy out with another shot."
"It would have done no good to kill the fellow,
Bob," auietly. "We want to rescue Bess, and if
we kill this fellow before we do so, we might
n ever see her again."
"Yes, I suppose it would be better to capture
hill} first, but the temptation to finish the scoun•

drel would have been very great if I had been
along, I know."
"I don't doubt it, Bob," quietly.
The boys went on after dinner, continuing till
dark, when they rested for the night, having made
good progress during the day. The next day
and the next they kept on at good speed, but saw
no signs either of Indians or of the renegades.
They heard from time to time of depredations
having been committed by the Indians, the people being ver'y bitter against them, and being
ready to jcin in any expedition into the country
of the marauders.
Then for days they still found no trace of
Westbrook, and some of the boys doubted if they
would see him- again, Dick and others stating
positively, however, that they were sure to do so
eventually, as the man would want to take revenge upon him and upon Reuben, as well as to
run off with Bess.
"He knows that it is not safe for him to show
himself," declared Bob, "but you need not think
that he is going to keep away from us if there is
any chance for him to get even with Dick, and
you will find him hanging about our camp some
of these nights watching for a chance to do some
one a mischief."
"And if he is not careful he will receive a hurt
that he won't get over as easily as he has -recovered from his other wounds," replied Ben.
They were resting in camp one night, some
days later, there being signs of rain, and the
boys having made many miles that day, the fires
being lighted and giving out a grateful warmth,
as well as adding to the cheerfulness, the boys
occupying themselves in many ways. There were
woods all around them, right down to the rivel',
and the darkness ·was most dense beyond the
reach of the firelight, the cry of wolves and ~he
sighing of the wirid making the boys all the
more grateful for being in a comfortablP. camp,
and not exposed to the dangers of the wilderness.
The pickets were set, for one never knew when
enemies of one sort or anotner might appear
among su ch surroundings, and the Liberty Boys
were always vigilant whether they expected enemies or not. Ben Spurlock and Paul Benson, another of the Liberty Boys, bad their beats next
to one another, and often met on their monotonous march to and fro, sometimes exchanging a
few words, and then parting without a word. It
was quite late, and the fires had nearly burned
out, there being only a glimmer from them ·when
the boys met, and Ben said in a l<>w tone which
only Paul could hear:
"There is some one lurking about the camp.
Have v-0u heard him?"
Paui listened for a few moments, and then said
in a tone which could not •be heard six fe et distant:
"I hear them now, Ben, but I did not hear them
before. There are two of the prowlers."
"Yes, and they mean mischief, I am sure. I
heard only one before, but now I know there are
two."
"If there were a hundred we would be ready
for them."
"Yes," and Ben imitated the hooting of an owl
as a signal to the boys nearest that there were
e~mies prowling about the camp.
·
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CHAPTER V.-The New Boy Captured.
Dick was awake as soon as the first signal was
given, being a very light sleeper, and easily awakened when there was any danger threatening the
camp. The boys were in the habit of saying that
he slept with one eye open, in fact, he was always
so alert. In a few moments he emerg ed from his
tent noiselessly, and made hj.s way in 'the direction of the sounds, which were repeated shortly,
and soon reached Ben and Paul, who were standing in the shade of the trees listening intently.
He listened a moment, and heard footsteps coming on stealthily, and then heard in a faint whisper:
"Do you see anything of the young rebels,
.
Dan?"
The fire near the two boys flared up for a moment, but revealed a few tents only, al}d not the
boys on guard.
"Huh! there it is now, Bill! I don't see any of
the young rebels, though. They must be all
asleep."
"H'm! you don't want to !be sure o' that, Dan.
That's just the time to look out for them ."
"I'd like to find out where the rebel captain's
tent is, and put a half dozen bullets into him!"
growled Westbrook. "I'd like to catch the other
young rebels that fired at me t'other day, too, and
do for him as well."
"Suppose we raise an alarm and then, when the
young fellow comes rushing out to see what's the
matter, fill him full o' bullets and get away."
"We might, if we had more of us, but you can't
depend on the Injuns, and the rest are too fur
off."
"What you want to come here fur, then, if
you're afraid to do the job?" with a growl.
Dick was creeping cautiotsly through the woods
so as to spring upon the Tories, who were advancing slowly, wishing to get a bette1· look at
the camp, the fire having died down again. Night
hawks were crying, but the two prowlers paid no
attention to these sounds, having no idea :wJ.at
they meant, and Dick stol e nearer and nearer, the
men having- not the slightest knowledge of his
presence. Other boys were approaching, and the
t wo renegades were in great danger of being sur• pri fe <l in stead of surprising the boys. Then an
unexpected !nd quite brisk puff of wind came,
a nd two of the fires blazed up b1·ightly, two more
follo wing in another instant.
"Jerush ~· . the rebels!" ejaculated bot h men. ~ud
denly seeing half a dozen of the young patnots
a lmost upon them.
Then they t ook to their heels, the light of the
fi res showing them the way, and preventing their
ru nning into th~ trees.
"Fire, bring down the ruffians!" shouted Dick,
and there was a rattling volley in a moment, the
bullets hitting trees, snapping twigs and cutting
lea ves, but evidently doing no damage to the men
,.hcse hurrying footsteps could be heard for some
]!ttle time.
Some of the •b oys went into the woods with
1orches and picked up a greasy, dirty coonskin
r·~p with a hole through the top, showing that the
s1 ·ots had not altogether missed. The Tories had
manao-ed to keep trees between themselves and
the b~ys, and had thus escaped, but it was quite
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evident that they were greatly alarmed by the
rapidity with which they made off when they discovered the boys, not stopping to fire a single
shot.
"We would have had them, captain," muttered
the new recruit, "if it hadn't been for the fires
blazin' up like rthey did just at that particular
Q
minute."
"Yes, but we could not help that, and it only
shows you that there's many a slip. They won't
come back to-night, and they have a better idea
of our watchfulness than they ever had before, I
fancy."
"Would it be of any use to try and follow them
now, Dick?" asked Bob. "I'd like to catch the
fellows, now that they are so near."
"We could not do so without torches, Bob, for'
we have no idea of the direction they went except at first, and that would betray our own presence."
"Very rtrue, they may have changed their direction several times in the meantime, and they
would see us coming if we had torches. If we
were sure we could follow . without a light, but
we're not."
"My impression is that they will <take to the
tiver," resumed Dick, "and lose no time in getting as far away as possible."
"How did the boys know they were coming?"
asked Reuben. "I was on picket and I did not
hear anything."
"Neither did I, Rube," laughed Harry Judson,
"but Ben and Paul were right in line with the fellows, and then they have sharp ears. You will
learn to distinguish sounds better and better the
longer you are with the Liberty Boys."
"We would not have heard them if they had not
been coming just our way," added Ben, "and, having heard the first sound, we were more ready tc
hear the rest. We couldn't very well help hearing- them in this case."
That the renegades had taken good care to put
as great a distance between themselves an<l the
Liberty Boys a s they could in the shortest possible time, was demonstrated the next day, when
the men had not been come up with by night, and
no trace of them had been found after the first
half hour on the ma rch. Pushing on a s rapidly
as po,'lSible, the Liberty Boys at last reached the
falls of the Ohio, and here met Colonel Clarke.
News had been received that the British had sent
out an expedition from Detroit and had taken
Vincennes, on the east bank of the \Vabash , one
hundred miles above its junction with the Ohio.
Colonel Clarke '':a s alrer.dy planning an expedition against Vincennes, and the arrival of the Libert y Boys was well timed, as the intrepid warrior
resolved at once to send them with the expedition.
He was about to despatch Captain Rogers an<l
forty men with two four-pounders to the mouth
of the White river, where they were to wait for
further orders, but concluded to keep the Libert y
Boys with him and make his way through the
drowned lands to Vincennes. By the time he was
ready to start it would 'b e late, and much of the
country he would have to traverse would be under waiter, with dry spots five mil·es apart, and'
rain, cold, and wet to face nearly all the way.
The boys had boats with them, but n<>t enough to
accommodate them all, but they had their horses,
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and .these \\·ould be of great service. Captain
Rogers went away, and Colonel Clarke completed
his arrangements, these taking several days, but
at last everything was ready, and the expedition
set out.
All went well for a .t ime, but at last they came
to a stretch of wet forest where the water was
two or three feet deep, wit]J here and there a bare
trunk rising gaunt and ~im above the water,
and now and then an old stump just sticking up
above the floor. They stopped on a goodly sized
stretch of rising ground, where they made a
camp, it being high and dry here, and well sheltered fr.om bleak winds, which drove the rain and
snow in their faces. A good dry spot was picked
out for a fire, and Patsy and his assistants were
soon busily engaged getting a meal ready, others
putting up the tents or g-0ing for dry wood, g-0id
drinking water and other things needful. The
new Liberty Boy and another named Lishe Green
set -0ff in a dugout to find a good spring which was
·not under water, and at the same time shoot what
small game they might c:0me across. · They made
their way through the flooded forest, and were
at some little distance from the camp, when Reuben said, p-0inting to jl. bit of a knoll, standing
well above the water:
"There's a ·spring there, and I think it's good
water. It has the look -0f it, at any rate."
"I guess it has," ag1·eed Lishe, who was from
the Mohawk vall<?y in New York. "That's the way
they look at home, and I don't believe there's any
difference in such things."
"No, I reckon there ain't," and Reuben began
paddling toward the kn.oil.
He landed fast, and Lishe was about to follow
when a rough-looking man suddenly sprang up
from behind a boulder, struck Reuben down, and
gave the dugout a sudden shove which sent it ten
feet from the bank, and caused Lishe to fall on
his back in the bottom and Jose the paddle. When
he got up he saw the man hurry away with the
half-unconscious boy over his shoulder, get into a
b-0at and push off, making for a deeper part of the
flooded forest. Lishe seized his pi s tol, his mu sket
having g-0ne overboard with the paddle, and fired
two or three shots after the man, whom he had
now recognized a s Dan Westbrook. His mu sket
had gone to the bottom, but now the paddle floated toward him, and he drew it in and hurried back
toward the camp, shouting a loud alarm. Dick
and Bob were out in a boat with Ben Spurlock
and Paul Bens-0n, and heard the shouts, presently
catching sight of Lishe in the dugout.
"Something has happened Dick," muttered
Bob. "Lishe is alone in the dugout, and I am certain he went out with some one else."
"He did; he went out with Rube Sargent,"
sp-0ke up Ben.
"Pull ahead, boys,'' urged Dick. "I am afraid
something has happened to Reuben. Perhaps
that-"
"Look out, captain, look out, Bob!" cr iccl Den
suddenly, giving an extra tug on the oars.
A tree, half dead above water, and pr obably
undermined and rotten below, came snclc' e:1ly toppling toward the boat, threatening· to fa ll u pon
and crush it. Ben had seen the danger, and \Va s
now trying to get away, pulling with all his
strength. He was out of danger himself, but
might not get away in time to do Dick and Bob

any good, although he had warn ed them. Dick
:;:aw the cla nger and leaped to one side, as did J;lob ,
Ben working sturdily at the oars. An outstretch- ·
ing branch of the falling tree gave Bob a nasty
scratch on the forehead and another tore his coat,
but there was no greater damage done, and foe
boat was not injured.
"Keep right on, boys," said Bob, taking· off hi s
coat and tying a handkerchief about his head. "I
am all right. It only shows you that there are
more dangers than one in the drowned lands, however."
The boys went on, and soon came to Lishe , who
said in the greatest excitement:
"That pesky critter, Dan Westbrook, has run
off with Rube. He g-ive the dugout a shove, and
my musket fell -0verboard, and I tumbled into the
bottom, or I'd have done more a:bcrut it, ·b ut th e
blam e skunk got away, and I thought the best
thin g I could do was to come and get help just as
soon as I cou ld."
"Qui.te right, Li s he," ·said Dick. "Where did
you see the scoundrel last?"
"Straight ahead, beyond the knoll on the right,
where there's a spring. Farther on it gets thkk er, and there's where he went. He had a boa ~ .
I didn't see any one else, but the Tory jumped u:,
suddenly and took Rube by surprise, knocking him
down without giving him the least bit of a shov: . ·
"All right, L ishe, we will find him," and tl~ e
boat went on, Ben and P a ul ro\\ing, Lishe s tawl ing no show with his clumsy dugout, and yet fo llowing so as to be of use if he were needed.

CHAPTER VI.-Dick to the Re scue.
When Re uben Sargent came to his sen 8e:;:, he
found himself in a boat with his c-0at off, and b '
arms bou nd behind him, and Dan Westbrook
facing hi m with an evil smile upon hi s s inister
countenan ce.
"I'm g oing to get even with you, my boy!''
snarled the Tory. "Then I'm going to get th e
best o' Dick Slater, an' arter that I'm going to do
for such others o' the young rebels as comes most
convenient. Maybe ye'd like to know that I've
married that stuck-up sister o' yours, what considered herself so much above--"
"You lie!" hissed the boy. "Be ~ would never
do it, and if you've gone through the form it
won't hold in ]·aw, 'cause you forced her to it, an'
there ain't a court in the land that'd hold her to
it. You're a liar and a scoundrel, Dan \,Yestbrook, and if I had my hands free you wouldn't
sit there grinnin' like an imp out'n the blackest
hole o' the bottomless pit, I can tell you that."
"Well, you haven't got 'em free," retorted the
Tory, with a laugh and a· leer, "and you're not
goin' to get 'em free. I've got a pretty little ::trrangement all fixed up for you, my boy, an' you
won't be good for much by the time that other
feller brings help, if he does bring it."
Westbrook was pulling at the oar all this tim e ,
but he presently ceased rowing, and made the
boat fa st alongside a tree, which was bare of
limbs to a considerable height above the water.
Taking a stout rope from the bottom of the boat,
he passed it once or twice about the tree and
made it .fast. Then lifting the helpless boy in his
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arms, he passed the rope about his body at the Dick and Bob were reviving the fainting hoy, Ben
height of his armpits, and p a ssed both ends meanwhile pulling at the oars.
The Tory had disappeared in the flooded fo r est,
ar ound the tree again, crossing them and making
them fast behind. The boy was now left hang- and the boys went on, Dick and Bob gr adually
ing to the tree, the strain cotning upon his chest succeeding in restoring the half-unconsci ous boy,
and a rms, for whenever he tried to ease it by who finally looked up and said faintly :
"I'm giving you a lot o' trouble, captain. Did
holding on by his legs, it only increased it and
you catch the fellow after all?"
>:eemed to tighten the rope.
"No, he got away; but never mind that n ow,
" You can hang there till you die, for all of me!"
growled the Tory, "and y<rn're not going to have Reuben," replied Dick. ."life will settle with him
an easy time of it, in the cold and wet, I can tell one of these days."
Little by little the · b oy recovered, Ben giving
vou that!"
· The boy left faint and sick with the strain him his coat to put over him, and the boys shel:irross hi s chest, and his head b egan to droop and t ering him from the wind and the rain, which was
by this time falling. When they reached the
fall fo r ward, thus increasin g the strain.
"You'll enjoy yourself , hanging ther e, ·b rother camp they put him by the fire, Patsy gave him
"I'll tell sister that some warm soup, and before long he was greatly
1~u be !" laughed the Tory.
:-• ou wished her joy, and that you was ready to improved, and would probably be himself again
by morning. Lishe Green had fi shed up h is musdie for me-ha, haf th:;it's good, that is!"
The boy made no repl y, for he was half uncon- ket from the botto~ , and it w ould be all right.
Rcious, and felt everything swimming before his after a good cleaning, but they found nothing of
the new recruit's weapon, and t he Tory had probey es.
"Good-by, Rube," laughed the Tory. "Hope ably gone off with it. It grew da l'k, but the fires
you'll enjoy yourself, for it'll be a long time be- were lighted, and all was br igh t and cheerful in
fo re any help reaches you, and then it'll be too the camp, the boys m aking merry,· and occupying
themselves in various ways as wa s their wont, no
late."
The Tory did not know it, but help was com- one 'being idle.
There was quite a little stretch of dry groun d
ing , and s ooner than he expected. As he began
;·owing away from the tree, he ca ught sight of where the boys had their tents, m ore than enough
another boat at no great distance, containing four for their camp, in fact, and t his was patrolled,
boys, two of whom were rowing vigorously. The the boys not knowing but J;hat the enemy might
boys wore the blue and buff of the Continental try to steal up on them and do some damage. It
army, and were some 'Of the Liberty Boys. They was likely that Westbrook had companions, and,
were Dick . and Bob, Paul and Ben, and they had knowing where the camp was, t hey might make
followed rapidly upon the track of the Tory, who an attempt 'to sneak in and r un a way with some
had not been able to escV?e unnotic~d, although of the horses or try and get a sh4lt at Dick or
he did not know it. They had seen h1m, but had others out of reveng~. It was growing late, and
managed to keep hidden until now, when :they Paul Benson and Phil Waters, on the edge of t he
camp, heard .some one approaching.
w ere not so far from him.
"He has hung the poor boy in a tree," said Dick.
"Halt!" cried Paul. "Who Foes.there?"
have
he
Can
"Wha t demoniac business is this ?
"One of the Liberty Boys,' was the answer, in
killed the unfortunate fellow?"
tone, and Paul knew at once t hat the voice
low
a
" Pull ahead, boys," said Bob. "There he goes, was an a ssumed one, and did not belong to any
he has caught sight of u s."
of the Liberty Boys.
The boat shot out from under the shadows, and
"Better come in," he said. "There's a lot of
the boys saw the new recruit hanging by his arm s water around us, and you mi ght fall in. Th e
to a tree while the Tory was making away in captain wishes us to be cautiou s."
·
the boat. Dick and Bob arose and went fo r ward,
cautioned
had
Dick
for
enough,
true
was
This
ready to give the luckless boy all the help they the ~oy s about going outside t he camp, and the
oould. Paul also arose and seized his musket, caut10n had .been. observed, a s both the boys on
ready ' to use it as soon as an opportunity oc- guard at this pomt knew. Phil gave the fire a
curred. Ben bent on the oars, and as the boat stir, and it blazed up bright ly in a m oment. The
g lided up to the tree where the luckless boy hung, boys saw a fi gure in a uniform coa t and cocked
Dick and Bob reached out to release him.
hat, but with buckskin breec ho~ and both knew
Paul raised his musket and fired a shot at the in a moment that it was a sp y, ~'earin g Reuben's
and
boat
the
struck
retreating Tory. The bullet
c_oat . The fig.ure stepped back quickly o.it of the
tore a hole in the side, narrowly missrng the rene- light, and Phil saw him suddenly raise a rifle a s
lowered
and
gade. Dick and Bob cut the ropes
if to send in a shot a t them.
the unfortunate boy int o the boat, Paul catching
"Look out, ~au!!" he cried, dropping to the
up Ben's m usket and firin g another shot, which
was more effective than the first . It struck the ground and fi rm g at the intruder.
P aul. spr3:n g behin d a t ree, and sent in a quick
fellow in the shou lder, a nd caused him to drop
i:hot wi t h his musk et, and t hen t wo more wit h his
one of his oars wit h a yell of rage and pain.
cd excla"Jove! if I had another shot at y ou, you miser- pist ols. Ther e was a yell and a sst:?.rt!
a s a number
able villain, I'd set t le with you for this scoun- mat ion, and then hurried foot stepk~ow
wh at the
of th e bo ys came runnin g up to
''
drelly act!" hissed Paul.
"Never mind him, Paul," said Dick. "We will shots meant.
"One of those ruffians with Rube's coat" cried
have to let him go this time. It is getting on toPhil. "He tried to steal in on us but w~ knew
ward dark, and we must return to the camp.
"All right, captain, just as you say," returned the voice did not belong to a ny of 'us."
"He tried t o speak in a high k.e y, and it only
P aul, and he reloaded the two muskets, while

..
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sounded unnatural," added Paul. "Then he tried
to get a shot at us, but we fired first."
The boys ran to the edge of the dry stretch and
saw a man in a dugout paddling rapidly away,
quickly putting a tree -between them and himself,
and making no effort to get in a shot at them.
They. had torches with them, and ~orge Brewster
threw his out over the water and caused it to
lodge in the crotch of a tree, where it burned
briskly, lighting up .iie flooded forest for some
\distance. The man in the dugou1'had lost his hat,
which they saw floating on the water, but he still
. wore the blue coat with buff facings, which, by
the way, was too small for him and was not full y
buttoned. The boys sent a few shots flying after
him, but they hit the trees or fell short, and he
·
escaped.
"I never thought I would fire upon a Continental coat," muttered Ben Spurlock, "but it depends on who wears it."
"Could you recognize the interloper, boys?"
asked Dick, coming up. "Was it Westbrook?"
"No, it was not, but I don't know whether I
have ever seen him or not," answered Paul.
"I think it was one of the Tories whom we saw
with Dan Westbrook," added Phil , "but I couldn't
tell which. He wasn't a sbig as Westbrook."
"Well, I am glad to know that you were vigilant and were not deceived by the fellow."
"As if we did not know the voice of every boy
in the troop!" laughed Paul. "That fellow is a
clumsy spy not to know better than that."
"It was in detecting him at the very start, before he had spoken, that you showed your vigilance," said Dick, smiling. "Of course no one
could make •you think he was a Liberty Boy
speaking in an assumed vofce, and you were right
to fire upo,n him."
"It will teach the rascals a lesson, and they will
be more cautious after this," declared Paul. "l
don't think they will return to-night."
"I don't think .so either, but continue to be as
cautious as you have been."
The boys then went back to their tents and the
fires, and Phil and Paul resumed their beats. Returning to his tent, Dick called Bob, and said to
him:
"It is dark, and there is a half drizzle, and the
path through the -flooded forest is not an ea sy
one, but I think perhaps we might find it, Bob.
Those fellows will not return, but we might go
to them."
"That's a good idea, Dick," Bob replied. "It is
dangerous, to be sure, but we don't mind that."
"No , so if you will put on a suit of buckskin,
we will,. take the dugout and try and find where
these ruffians have their hiding place. If we can
find it we may $Ucceed in rescuing Bess Sargent,
even if we do not capture the :r;ascals themselves. "
"That would be a good thing, Dick, but if we
get the girl away it will be the next thing to it."
Bob now hurried away to put on his disguise,
and Dick lost no time in getting into his, so that
in a short time both boys were ready and on their
way. The torch which had lodged in the crotch of
the tree was not all burned out, and gave the boys
light for the first part of their journey through
the flooder! forest without betraying them to the
TorieR who were evidently nowhere about. They
lust sight of it at length, and it must have burned

out or fallen into the water, for everything was
dark, and they groped their way along without
the light of either moon or stars, and with a cold,
drizzling rain falling.
Dick had a good sense of direction, however,
and he guided Bob, who was paddling, by a word
now and then, so that they made their way fairly
well, and did not run into any stumps or get
caught in any overhanging branches, which very
often swept quite into the water. It was like
feeling their way, but they went on slowly, with
not many difficulties, Dick listening and at times
peering into the darkness which surrounded them,
and at last he said in a low tone:
"There is a light ahead, Bob!"

CHAPTER VIl.-SpY.ing on the Renegade.
"Where is it, Dick?" asked Bob. "It is not
bright, is it? Your eyes are better than mine, I
know. but I can't see the first sign of a light. I s
it a fire, Dick, or a light in a cabin?"
"I think it is a fire, for it is not steady. Look
this way," and Dick put his hand alongside Bob's
cheek and pointed. "Look steady, Bob, and I
guess perhaps you can see it."
"Yes, now I can," said Bob, in a few moments,
"but I could not have found it if you had not
pointed it out to me. It is faint, isn't it?"
"Not very, to me," with a laugh; "but then I
have been on ·t he lookout for it for some time,
.
while you have been paddling."
They kept on, and before Jong Bob could see
the light ~uch plainer than before, and it seemed,
indeed, as if it were brighter.
"It is a fire, Bob, and they have stirred it up
so as to ma!l:e it burn brighter," Dick said. "They
may fear that we will pay them a visit, and so
are on the lookout."
"I shouldn't wonder," with a chuckle. "Dan
Westbrook has cause to fear us, and so have the
scoundrels with him. They all know what they
will get if we catch them."
The light grew brighter and brighter as the
boys went on, and was a real guide to them, in
fact, and both felt relieved at not having to grope
through the black darkness as before. At last
they could make out the fire and a hut back of it,
and one or two figures in front of the fire for a
few moments .
"They are keeping a watch," murmured Dick.
"They cannot see us as yet, and we will go on
cautiously. I cannot make out who those fellows
are yet, but I would not be surprised if one of
them were Westbrook himself."
"Very likely, Dick. There don't seem to be any
hou ses in this region, and the hut is one that has
been used by hunters, no doubt. You do not see
any sign of the girl, do you?"
"No, nothing, and if she is there they will
probably keep her out of sight."
The men were not seen again for some little
time, and the boys got much nearer to the point
where the hut stood, this being on a considerable
knoll, which descended in a gentle slope for :;:ome
little distance, there being two or three acres of
dry land altogether. Much of this was wooded,
and the boys could therefore get reasonably near
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to the bank without being observed. They were
within about ten yards of the bank, and sh.e ltered
behind a clump of trees, when they saw two men
come out of the hut and give the fire a stir, putting on some fresh wood which caused it to blaze
up in a moment, throwing them inio a deeper
shadow, and sending a luminous path along the
water near them.
"They ain't no harm buildin' the fire up," muttered Westbrook, "for the rebels can't see it, an'
they ain't likely to come this way arter the lesson
we give 'em."
"You make me laugh, Dan," chuckled the Tory's
companion. "Them fellers plugged a hole in yer
shoulder, an' yet ye talk about leamin' 'em a
lesson. Reckon you got the cart before the hoss,
hain't you?"
"We gave 'em a lesson 'cause we showed 'em
that whenever we ketched one o' their crowd we'd
settle with him," growled the Tory. "I ain't a bit
afraid o' Dick Slater."
.
This sounded so absurd to Bob Estabrook that
he burst at once into a hearty laugh, which went
echoing through the flooded forest in the weirdesJI fashion, starting the timber wolves to barking, and the frogs to croaking in the liveliest
manner.
.
"Jerushy! what's that?" exclaimed the Tory's
companion .
Then both men retreated into the hut, presently
looking out again with their rifles in their hands.
"It was a mocking bird or a hootin' crane, I
reckon," muttered Bill.
"There wasn't anybody laughin', so how could
it be a mockin' bird, you idjit!" snarled the Tory.
"There's somebodv around the ca~p."
"Stuff an' nonsense! Who could there be?
Wouldn't we have saw 'em if they'd been any
one? You're gettin' scared, Dan. They ain't no
one around 'cept us."
The Tory did not like to be told that he was
frightened, and yet the boys could see that he
was greatly alarmed and in a state of considerable uneasiness.
"Tell yer they is somebody around!" he snarled.
"Stir up that fire an' mebby we can see 'em."
"Yes, an' have 'em see us an' put a haffer
pound o' lead into us!" growled the other, giving
the fire a kick which sent the flaming brands
rolling down the bank and into the water with a
hiss.
The place was quickly plunged in darkness, and
all was still, not a sound being heard. Dick could
not blame Bob for having laughed, for the man's
boasting had been enough to make any one laugh
who knew Dick's fearless nature, and the young
lieutenant had simply been unable to help himself. The boys remained in the shadow of the
clump of trees, although one place was as dark
as another now, listening attentively for any suspicious sound, but hearing nothing. The renegades had either retreated to the hut, or were
standing by the smoldering fire, which began
little by little to give out a glimmer of light, but
the boys could see nothing of them.
They were not certain that Bess Sargent was
in the hut, or they would have gone ashore and
risked an encounter with the renegades. There
was more rain now, and the fire was very slow
to come up and might even go out if it did not
receive attention. The boys waited fo1· some time,
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but did not hear anything, and Dick was debatin!!,
whether he had better go away, when Bill said
with a snarl, coming out of the hut:
"I don't reckon there's any one 'round at all,
Dan, an' y-0u was just scared at a wolf barkin'
or suthin' like that. It's blame cold in there and
pesk spooky besides, with no fire."
Then Bill raked and stirred the fire and added
dry wood, so that in a few moments it was burning brightly again, and shedding a broad track of
light across the water. Westbrook came out and
sat on a stump smoking a corncob pipe, but saying little, the other doing tM' talking for both.
They said nothing about the girl, and as the door
of the hut was now open wide, Dick could see into
the place, and there seemed to be no one there.
He presently signaled to B-0b, thei·efore to go
away, and the young lieutenant pushed dut cautiously, keeping in the shadow of the trees. When
he did dip his paddle, he did so very cautiously,
and made as little noise as possible, s-0 as not to
alarm the renegades.
They ,?'ere not afraid of an encounter with the
ruffians, but, in case Bess was anywhere a-b out,
wished to be able to come again, which they could
not do if they were discovered. The fire shed a
bright glow through the woods and on the water,
and there was clanger of their being seen, the fire
being much brighter than when they had approached the place. Despite his care, Bob presently made a splash with his paddle, and both men
sprang to their feet with a cry of surprise. Then
!l-S the clug?ut glided into an open space they saw
it very plamly, and Westbrook recognized the two
boys.
"Huh! I told you the rebels was about!" he
growled, seeing his rifle from the hut.
Bob sent the dugout spinning, and Dick fired
a shot which caused the renegade to P"et behind a
tree in great haste.
"Ha, ha! you're not afraid of Dick Slater, are
you, Dan?" roared Bob. "H'm! you're afraid of
yo ur own shadow!"
The two Tories fired two or three shots at the
boys, but did no damage, one bullet being buried
in the thick side of the dugout, where it remained.
Dick had meant only to alarm the Tory, and he
had done so, as Westbrook did not come out again
as long as the boys were in sight. They had the
light of the fire to guide them for some time, but
at last the renegades put it out, and then they
were in the dark.
'•They might have 1,one that before, if they had
thought of it," Bob laughed. "I guess they were
afraid to come out, for fear of getting hit. There
is more bluster ihan bravery in both of those
chaps."
The boys made their way slowly and cautiously,
and at length saw the campfire of the Liberty
Boys, and were guided by it. When they were
within hail of the camp they signaled to the boys,
who stirred up the fires and gave them more light.
They were eagerly welcomed by the boys, who
wan.ted to know all that had happened, and
laughed heartily over the account of Bob's laughing and frightening the Tories.
'
"I don't think that Bess is there, Reuben," said
Dick to the new recruit. "We saw no sign of her
or we would have attacked the ruffians."
"I am sure that you would , captain ," was the
reply..
·
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"We may ha:ve trouble in following the ruffians,
now that they know we have discovered their ~id
ing place. That unfortunate laugh of the heutenant's betrayed us."
"I suppose they will keep out o' the way, but
we are bound to get the best of 'em sooner or
.
.
•
later," muttered the boy.
In the morning they proceeded, seemg notlung
of the renegades, the hut they had been in the
night before being deserted and the fire long
burned out.
"They've taken the alarm and gone away,
Dic'r " observed Bdb, as .the boys went on.
"Yes but I think we will see them again, and
we mu;t be on the lookout for them at all times."
It was cold and wet and dreary, and sometimes
they did not ha:ve food enough, it being hard. to
obtain supplies, but they went Qn ~ravely, ha"'.mg
started on the expedition, and bemg detenru!led
. to see it through. The new recruit was showmg
great progress all this time, and the boys knew
that he would make a good soldier, being obedient, patient and cheerful, never ~omplaini_ng, a_nd
doing everything that was reqmred of . hm?- with
a hearty good will that won the admiration of
all.
They saw no trace o~ the ren~gade, and did not
know if he were going on to Vmcennes to alarm
the garrison, or was striking ii:i:t.o the wild.erness,
where there was little probab1hty of their ever
finding him. They rushed on through the drowned
lands at times cold wet and hungry, but determined :to go ahead, ~o mat.ter what difficulties lay
in the way nor what enemies opposed them. J?ay
after day they struggled on, all the boys keepmg
in good spirits and showing a good example to
the men, Colon'el Clarke complimentin g Dick on
the great fortitud e shown by the boys.
"Well, colonel," returned the yo.ung captain,
with a smile, "we set out to get to Vmc~nnes, l'.-nd
we are going there and there is no use m makmg
it any harder than' need be."
One day when they had been going many hours
through the cold and wet, they reached a dry spot
of considerable extent, where they concluded to
encamp for the rest of the day and nigh~, being
in great need of a rest and of dry clothmg and
good food. The fires were lighted, the boys went
off Qn foraging trips, the tents were put up, the
horses looked after, and many other necessary
tasks done every one being busy. Dick worked
with the b~ys, but at length set off. in the dugout to see if he could not fi1':l some big game, the
boys being in need of supplies of all sorts.
He had a rifle as well as his pistols, and as he
made his way through the flooded forest, kept his
eyes on the bank in search of a deer or a bear or
even a wild hog, anything :that would replenish
the larder, in fact. He went on for some distance, and at length came to a bit of flooded forest where his practiced eye told him that there
ought to be game, bears or deer, and he entered
the region and went on carefully, keeping close to
the bank. At last he saw tracks in the light
snow, and ran the dugout close to a stump on the
b ank and made it fast, going ashore, rifle in
hand.
· Following the tracks, he presentlv saw that
they were quite fre sh, and led into a thicket where
there were many bushes t hick with wintergreen

berries, much liked by bears. Holding his rifle in
readiness he advanced, and shortly heard a growl
and a snort, and then a full-grown bear arose
before him and came on with his mouth open and
his paws extended. Dick fir.e d upon the moment,
and the bear staggered, and then came at him
open-mouthed , uttering a fierce gl'Owl. The y'Oung
captain quickly threw his rifle over his shoulder,
and, whipping ou:t a brace of heavy pistols, fired
two simultaneous shots right at the savage creature's eyes.
The animal came on with a dash, uttering a
more fearful growl than before, and Dick sprang
back. Then he caught his fo'Ot in a tuft of grass
and fell, the bear falling across him, and pinning him to the ground, but fortunately not injuring him, besides temporarily sending all the
breath out of his body. I:t had been the great
creature's dying effort, however, for he now lay
still, being a dead weight upon Dick's legs and
chest.
"That's a nice predicament, " he muttered.
"How am I going to get the big brute's weight off
my legs?"
At the next moment he heard footsteps, and
:turning his head, saw Dan Westbrook and t\;o
others com.ing toward him.

CHAPTER VIII.-Dick in Danger of His Life.
The Tory came forward, looked at Dick with an
evil smile, and said, with a mocking laugh:
"That fellow has got you a prisoner, hasn't he,
Slater?"
"So it would seem," carelessly.
"Well, we'll help ye out, an' take good care of
you."
So, covering Dick with a pistol, he ordered his
companions to move the bear off of Dick and bind
him up, which was done. Then they started off.
The Tory led the way, the two others taking
Dick between them till they reached the water,
where they found a boat, the same one the T'Ory
had used when Dick had seen him before. The
two men put Dick on the forward thwarts, one
sitting beside him, and the other just forward,
Westbrook picking up the oars.
"'We've got a nice, quiet litle place in the
woods, Slater," he said. "Where yer'll be to'Ok
care of amazin', and have plenty o' company,
wolves an' such. There's some blood on yer
clot11es, aijd I shouldn't wonder if they'd smell it,
but we can bring the carcass of the bear yonder,
an' that'll help things. We're goin' a1ter that
fust. Did you have a dugout or anything, or did
ye1· come afoot?"
Dick did not answer, and Westbrook said snarlingly:
"Well, it don't matter. We'll get the bear ,
'cause it's as much good to us as it is to any one
else, and y'Ou won't want it."
They r owed along toward the place where Dick
had landed, but saw no sign of the dugout, the
Tories n ot knowing where it was. Dick did not
see it, either, and, ;vet he was pretty sure that he
recognized the stump to which he ha-0 tied it when
he went ashore.
"The line may have come undone in some manner," he said to himself.
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"Where did you go ashore, Slater?" the Tory
a sked.
"How do you know I came ashore?" Dick retorted. "I may have come all the way on foot,
and the Liberty Boys are following me for all you
know."
"H'm! I reckon they ain't!" muttered the Tory,
but Dick could see that he was troubled at the
thought.
"Where do you reckon that he come ashore,
Bill?" the m<in asked.
"I donno, but I reckon the bear lays in there
somewhere," pointing to quite a different point
from where the carcass had been left.
They rowed up to the bank at a different place
from where Dick had lan ded, and the Tory told
Bill to go ashore and look. The man did so, got
into a mud hole, was scratched with briars, lost
his way, and had to shout to find out where the
boat was, and finally returned to the boat without having found the bear, although he had been
within ten feet of the place.
"Never mind, we will come back for it another
time," snarled Westbrook. "It'd be a good deal o'
trouble to tote it, anyhow, an' the boat is full
enough as it is. Come on in."
Bill got into the boat and the Tory rowed away,
Dick seeing the stump where he had landed, and
seeing the bear tracks, these being unobserved by
the others. There was no sign of the dugout,
and Dick wondered what had become of it, for
it should not have drifted far away in this time,
and if some one had taken it he ought to see
them. He suddenly imitated the cry of a bitern
so naturally that the Tories started, and yet did
not know that he had made the sound.
"Gosh! there's one o' them birds," muttered
Bill. "Wonder if I kin get a shot at it?"
Just then the cry was repeated, and Dick knew
that one of the Liberty Boys had uttered it and
not the bird itself. Some of the boys were
around, then, and perhaps looking for him.
"Never mind it!" snarled ·westbrook. "V,'e
don't want it, an' we'd only be callin' the 'tention
of--"
Then he stopped, realizing that he had betrayed
his fears to Dick.
"Go on!" he said, with a growl, and then he
pulled J1arder than ever on the oars, and was
soon out of sight of the spot where Dick had
landed to go in chase of the bear.
They went on, but finally stopped at a point
where there were several saplings growing near
the bank.
"I reckon this is as good a place as any," muttered the Tory. "We can't w::rste any time on you,
Slater, because-well, 'cause we can't!" with a
snarl.
Dick saw that the Tory was alarmed, but did
not say anything. Westbrook put in at a little
cove and they all got out, taking the prisoner
with them. Dick was bound to a stump for the
time being, and then the Tory told the two men
with him to bend down a sapling and hold it
down with a rope from the boat. The rope was
made fast to a stouter tree near by, and then a
second sapling was . bent down in the opposite direction so that the tops pointed different ways.
Dick was now brought from the stump and laid
across the two saplings, hi s feet bound to one
and his shoulders t o the other.
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"I'm going to loosen these here ropes," laughed
the Tory, in demoniac fashion, "but not all to
once. I am going to let you stretch a bit fust,
so's you'll get used to the feel of it. Then bimeby
they'll bust themselve.s, an' you'll be sent flyin',
but in two pieces," and the man laughed again.
Then the renegades went away, but whether
they had done anything to the ropes or nQt Dick
could not see. Even if they had not, he was in
double· peril, for he knew that the strain upon
the ropes would eventually break them, and the
straightening of the saplings would cause him
great agony, even if he were not torn apart. If
help were coming, it would have to arrive very
shortly or it would be too late.

CHAPTER IX.-The New Boy on Hand.
Dick Slater was right in thinking that some of
the Liberty Boys were in the neighborhood. After Dick had been gone a little while and the
work on the camp was done, Reuben said to Bob
who was in charge:
'
'
"I'd like to go out and see if I can find something, lieuten ant."
"Well, I don't see any objection,'' said Bob,
smiling. "I wouldn't go alone, though."
"All right; I'll take Lishe Green. We get
along pretty well."
He then ran off and got Lishe, and the two
took a light boat and set out through the flooded
forest. After a time they heard shots, and Reuben said:
"That must be the captain or some of the boys."
"Shouldn't wonder," said Lishe.
"Let's go that way. We may have some luck,
too."
"All right," and they went on.
They found a good place to land and tied up
their boat, going in search of the boys. Then
they suddenly saw three men going off with Dick.
They hurried to the bank to get their boat and go
for help, but espied the dugout first. They took
this to return to their own boat, and were in a
clump of bushes when they heard the other boat
co_ming: They kept hidden, and at length, when
Dick signaled, returned it. After the departure
of the renegades, Reuben said ecirnestly:
. "We mustn't wait to go back after the boys,
Lishe. That pesky renegade an' Tory will do the
captain a mischief if we don't keep on his track
right sharp."
·
"I guess you're right, Rube,'' returned Lishe.
"We gotter keep pretty sly, though, so's not to
be seen. There is more o' them'n there is o' us,
an' they're men."
"All the same, "-e can do something, I reckon
an' I'm goin' tO be on hand to prevent ...thei;
doin' any mischief."
"Well, I guess I'll have to give you a hand,
Rube," dryly.
They watched the others, keeping behind
stumps, h alf-submerged bushes and trees, and
saw them go ashore.
"Better for we-uns to go ashore here, Lishe,"
said Reuben. "We can sneak up on 'em better
than if we keep in the boat."
"Shouldn't wonder if we could," and the boys
landed and hurried on after the renel!:ades. keen-
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ing in the shelter of bush and brush, so a s not
to be seen by the scoundrels.
Presently they saw the three mE'.n get i;nto
their boat and go away, but saw nothmg of Dick.
"What can they have done to the ~aptain ? "
muttered Reuben, in terror. "Hurry, Lishe, hurry rig ht smart!"
Then the new boy fairly tore ahead through
brush and briar, Lishe having hard work to keep
him in sight. At last Reuben came in si g~t of
Dick lying helpless across two ben t saplmgs,
which were tugging at the ropes which held them,
and threatening to part them at any moment.
Reuben whipped out a heavy knife a nd cut the
r ope which bound the young captain 's shoulder s.
Then he kneeled on one of the t r ees and raised
Dick, calling loudly to Lishe. Snap ! The ropes
holding the other tree down su~ denly parted , ~n d
it flew up with a rush. Then Li she came runn mg
up took in the situation at a glance, and helped
Re~ben get Dick free from the tree to which he
was bound.
They had just gotten him sa fel_y
away from it when the ropes parted, and it
straightened up ·like lightning.
"I'd like to get a sh<>t at that fellow!" growled
the new boy.
Then he ran to the shore and saw the boat with
the three men in it at a little distance. He threw
his musket to his shoulder in an inst ant, , and
fired. Presently one of t he men fell acr oss the
gunwale of the boat and nearly upset it. The
others lifted him into a sitting posit ion, and went
on in a hurry, the boy calling to Lishe:
"Hurry, Lishe, hurry right quick, and you can
get a shot at the ruffians!"
Lishe hurried to the shore, raised his musket
and fired, narrowly escaping hitting Westbrook,
an intervening tree alone saving him.
"Never mind, boys," said Dick, whose bonds
Lishe had out. "I am all right, and t hat is
enough for the present. Those r uffians will get
their deserts one of these da ys, never fear."
The boys then reloaded their muskets, the
renegades having disapueared, and returned in
the dugout to where they had found it. Dick
then showed them the carcass of the bear, and
they put it in the dugout, having first brought up
the light boat.
"We can tow it back to camp,'' said Dick, "and
have room enough in this boat. I'm obliged to
you both for what you did for me."
"Well, I guess Rube did more'n me, capta in,''
retur ned Lishe, "and I guess you beteter give
him the credit."
"You did just as much as me,'' protested the
new boy, "and you needn't say you didn't."
"Well, I'll give you both credit, as I proposed
at the start,'' said Dick, with a laugh, and then
they went on, towing the dugout behind.
The boys were gTeatly surprised to learn that
Dick ha d been in such deadly peril, and gave the
new boy high praise for what he had done, althoug h he protested that he had not done any
more t han Lishe, and that the- latter should receive his share of the praise.
"Anyhow, I didn't do any more'n I was bound
to by my oath,'' he said:
The boys were more pleased than ever at this,
and Mark said to Bob, as they stood aside:
"The new boy is allr right. He is modest and

does not want any more credit t han what is due
him."
"Lishe probably di ~ a gr~t deal to help him,
but I guess Reuben did the most, and Lishe says
he did, and we a ll know Lishe."
"Yes, a r ough fellow, but as t r ue ~s steel," said
Mark.
Both boys received great praise for what t hey
had done, and if the Tories had been caught at
tha t time it would have fa red hard with them~
The next day t he boys pushed on tlu-ough the
drowned lands, finding their difficulties increase
as t hey proceeded. Reaching the lit tle Wabash
at length, they foun d the t hr ee-mile interval between t he forks of the stream covered with wa ter
to . the depth of t hree feet, and t he intervening
pomts of dr y land beyond t hat five miles apart
Somet imes the chilly water wa s as deep a s th~
men's a r mpits, and yet they were willing to wade
throu gh t he ice-cold water in order to reach Vincennes and · drive out the hlvaders. Unless Westb;rook had yushed on and had informed the ga r rison at Vmcennes of the coming of the patriots
the enemy would know nothing of their approa ch
"The British have little reg ard for a r en eg ade ,;
said Bob, "and if the man knows that they a : e
there he may be as un willing to t rust himself
arr:?ng them a s. he would a mong the patriots. "
He may thm k tha t the Americans are still
there," observed Mark, "and in that case he would
keep away."
"Whether he t_ells them or not," a dded Dick, "it
can , make but httle difference, as Clarke is deti;rmined to. recap ture the pla ce, and the on ly
difference Wl!l be between their ignora nce or their
knowledge of our coming, which cannot cha nge
the result."
They pushed on with great determination a nd
at last one evening arrived so close to the 'town
that they could hear the booming of the sunset
gun. Colonel Clarke determined to attack the
town in the n:iorning, and to get all the rest they
co_uld that night. At dawn the next morning
Dick Sla ter and a nui:nber of the Liberty Boys
advanced to reconnoiter and deter mhle the
strength of the t<>wn and the size of the g ar rison. With Dick were Bob Estabrook and a dozen
of the sturdiest and strongest of the boys, a ll
well mounted and ready for any adventu re.
. When they reached the dry land in sight of
Vmcennes tbey halted, and Dick and Bob went
forward cautiously to reconnoiter. They had not
gone far when t hey saw a man approaching from
the town, and concealed themselves behind some
bushes at the side of the rough road, waiting for
the man to come up. He came on, unconscious of
danger, never dreamihg that an enemy was nea r.
Just as he came abreast of the place where they
were concE'.aled, the two young patriots spr ang
out upon him, one on each side, and seized him.
"Surrender!" they both cried, each present ing
a big pistol at his head.
"Jerushy Ann! what ' you about?" cried t he
astonished citizen, shaking with fright.
He was not armed, and the boys quickly took
him in charge and marched him back to where
the other boys were awaiting their return anxously. Reuben Sargent was of the party, and
Dick now said to him:
"Ride back to the camp, Reuben, and tell Colonel Clarke that we have captured a citizen of th9
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governor, .Colonel Clarke followed with all his
torce, the res t of the Liberty Boys under the lead
of Mark Morrison accompanying them. By the
time the letter had been received <J.nd tl}e flag
sent out, t herefore, the patriots had gathered before the fo1t and town in full force, and Colonel
Clarke was ready to begin operations.
For fourteen hours a furious conflict was
waged, darkness at last putting a stop to the
fight, but with the prospect that the garrison
would give up the struggle the next d:i.y. The
Liberty Boys rested on their arms, and a sharp
lookout was kept that the enemy did not escape
during the night. The next day the fort and
to~·n were surr.endered, and the victorious patnots marched m, and the garrison were made
prisoners of war. That night the bo~·s rested in
comfort for the first t ime in many days, for Vincennes had fallen, and once more bel'mged to the
patr!ots. Nothing ''.'as seen of Westbrook or any
of his confederates m the town, and Dick was of
the opinion that the man had not gone there, and
that they would have to search elsewhere for
•
him.
"vVe don't know where 'to look, that is the worst
of it," he said to Bob, "which makes it a harder
task. However, we have set out to rescue Bess
just as we set out to recapture Vincennes and
'
we must do it."
"There are other posts where he might have
gone," suggested Bob.
"Yes, but they are · not very near. He would
not go to Detroit, and my idea is that he is not
very far off, but is hiding till we get away. He
probably knwos by this time that Vincennes has
fallen, and he will not venture in until there is
no danger of meeting us."
"You have -no idea where he is, of coui·se? "
"No, but I think it is somewhere in the neighborhood, and we must make a thorough search of
every possible hiding place in the district and
'
not give up till we find him."
"The boys are ready for a task of that sort
and all the more now that they have seen what
a splendid fellow Reuben is," declared Bob.
"Yes! but I think they would anyhow, Bob, the
boy bemg one of us. Thev will always stick up
for one of their comrades:""
"Yes, and for any one in trouble."
When the boys had taken a good rest and h ad
removed the stains of travel and of conflict, and
were we.ll brightened up and freshened ~fter the
fight, Dick set to work to hunt for the mi ssing
girl, having a firm conviction that she would be
found not very far from the town. Dividing the
troop into several parties, he sent these off in
diffe1ent directions .with orders to make a thorough search, especially in thickets and deep woods
•
where one would be likely to hide.
Dick headed one party, Bob another Mark a
third, and then there were others, headed by boys
of experience like Ben Spurlock, Jack Warren,
the two H:irrys, who always went together, and
others. Dick took the new boy with him partly
from force of habit, and partly because he liked
the boy, and set o~t through the woods with his
party, instead ,..of going through the flooded forest, as some of the rest did. There was a considCHAPTER X.-The Fall of Vincennes.
erable stretch of woods beyond Vincennes which
As soon as the new Libe1·ty Boy had set out la~ high and .dry a~ove the flood, and Dick picked
with the letter which was to be delivered' to the this out as his terr1torv. and set off wit.h n rln7P.1l

town, and ask what shall be done with the fellow."
"Very good, captain~' said Reuben, mounting
his horse and hurrying away without further
parley.
"No, we are not rebels; we are American patriots who have come one hundred miles or more
to capture \7our town," Dick returned.
. "Jerushy Ann! be this all -there be o' ye?" in
amazement. "I reckon you'd better stayed home,
if it be."
"No, there are a good many more of us," said
Dick, "and we have determined to take Vincennes
and drive out the redcoats and Tories and Indians and renegades-all your motley crew, in
fact."
By adroit questions pick obtained considerable
information from the man who, in his boastful
innocence, did not know that he was telling the
young patriot captain all he wanted to know.
Fr4tffi what he said Dick learned that no warning
of the approach of the patriots had been received,
the garrison and the people being entirely ignorant of the fact that there was a large force of
the enemy so near.
"Westbrook has not been here, then," said Bob,
"and we shall have to search for him elsewhere."
"If he has conie in, he has said nothing, at all
events, and that 1s hardly likely," Dick replied.
"No, and I don't believe he has been here. "
The new Liherty Boy at length returned, bearing a letter from Colonel Clarke, which the citizen was told to deliver in town . The man was
very glad to know that he was to be set free, for
he had been in a very nervous state all the time
the boy was gone, not knowing if he were to be
hanged, dra•vn and quartered, shot, or what fate
was to be meted out to him. When told that he
could go, but that he must deliver the letter entrusted to him, he set off on a dead run, and
never stopped as long as he was in sight.
"His arrival will create a decided stir in town,"
declared Dick, with a laugh. "They have no idea
that we are about, and if we had dropped out of
the sky we could not surprise them more."
When the news of the arrival of the patriots
and their demand for the surrender of the town
was received, there was the greatest alarm, ac;
Dick knew there would be. Nothing like this had
laen dreamed of, and the people were filled with
consternation, it seeming almost an impossibility
that a hostile ~rce had penetrated the wilderness without any one being aware of their approach. The people were disposed to yield t o
Colonel Clarke's demand and sun-ender the town,
but Governor Hamilton, commanding the garrison in person, would not listen to it. A man was
sent out with a flag to tell Colonel Clarke that
the governor refused utterly to comply with his
demand to surrender Vincennes, and that the
garrison would defend it to the last.
"Very well, then," said the redoubtable Indian
fighter and warrior. "Tell the governor that we
intend to take the town, and that he will save
time and trouble by yielding to our demand now,
for I shall begin the attack at once.''
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of the boys, incl uding Reuben, Lishe Green, Frank
Belden and Paul Benson.
The boys went on foot, being thus better able
to penetrate the thicket than if they had taken
their horses, and "·ent on at a good pace. Dick
had an idea that the Tory would hide in the
woods rather than in the open, and the thicker
the place was the beteter it suited him, the boys
with him being all used to traYeling through the
roughest sort of country. They had entered a
perfect tangle of brush and briar, bog holes and
moras~. when Dick smelled smoke.
"Come on, boys," he said, in a low tone, "there
is some one ahe<1d of ui::, and if it isn 't a hard
character I'll miss my guess !"
Then he pushed on r ap'.dly, the new boy, Frank
and Paul being ·clnse behind. In a fow minutes
llick and the three others came out mto a little
opening where there was a brush fire around
which mt- B"ll. the Torv anrl three or four others.
They all "\)l'arig to theii· feet as the boys suddenly
burit upon them, but Bill was caught by Reuben
and Lishe, the rest managing to make an escape.
" \\'here is Dan \\'estbrook. Bill'?" as~d Dick.
"I donno, captain," drawled the other. "Hain't
i<aw him for--"
"Bring a rope, boys,,. interrupted Dick quietly.
He simply wanted the rope to bind the fellow,
but Bill understood otherwi se, and ·was all of a
tremble in a moment.
''l really donn0, captain!" he whined. "He
was with us this rno!'nin', but he's went on, him
an' the gal, an' I donno where he is b ythis
time."
"Better brinrr the rope, bo:·s. When did "·estbrook leave, Bill?"
"Just about an hour ago, captain," replied the
other, and Dick saw that he was telling the
truth this time.
"You desene hanging, but you are really not
worth it, and we do not want to waste good powder and ball upon you, and yet I want to show
you that we don't want you in the district, and
that the sooner you get out of it the better it
will be for you and for us. Cut some good
stout switches, boys."
Lishe and Paul and the rest knew what Dick
meant, but the new boy was somewhat puzzled.
His wonder departed when four or five of the
boys cut some good stout birch and hickory
sw°itches, and some of the others suddenly stripped Bill to the waist, and then held him by the
wrists. Elli seemed to kn·ow what was coming,
for he whined and begged and asked to be set
free, promising all sort of things if they would
only let him go that time.
In a moment they were laying the switches
acros~ Bill's shoulders and back in the liYeliest
fashion, causing him to howl and kick and jump
about as if he had a fit. When Dick considered
that the man had received punishment enough,
he signaled to the boys, and they released Bill,
who quickly snatched up his clothes and dashed
away at full speed, but not in the direction taken
bv Dan Westbrook, as Dick had already ascertained by looking at the footprints leading from
the opening.
"Come, boys," he said. '·I think we had better
go in pursuit of the renegade. Bill will not warn
him of our coming, although the others might.
Still, we may as well take our chances.."

The boys t hen set off a t good speed in pursu it
of the renegade.

- - -·

CHAPTE R XI.- A Hot Pursuit.
The boys kept steadily on , foll owin~ the trail
of the reneg ade, whi ch was quite t>lain, the
ground being su ch as would readily leave one,
being soft and marshy in spots, covered with
light snow in others, and h aving plenty of briars,
bru sh and coarse grass, through all of which the
trail could be plainly foll owed. At length they
came to a place where the trail entered the water,
the1·e being the marks of a dugout having been
shoved into water about three feet deep and extending six or eight hundred feet to another bit
of rising ground whe1·e the thicket was denser
than in the first stretch they had followed . Dick
enterecl the water without hesitation, and the
bo:ll's followed.
•
For over an hour longer they pushed on, now
having io wade, and then pushing through the
·wildest tangles where the evidences that they
were on the right trail were more numerous than
before. Then at length they came to a little
creek too wide to leap over and quite deep. The
tracks ended on one side, Lit Dick could see them
plainly on the other, and some of the boys were
greatly puzzled u ntil Dick said:
·'They had a tree bridge which they have pu lled
away."
"That is so," declared Paul. "I can see where
it rested. Do the ruffians know that we are
following them'?"
"I don't know," Dick replied. "But at any rate,
we must find another tree trunk on which t o
cross over, as we have no axes with us t o cut
down a tree."
"There is a tree yonder, captain," spoke u p
Lishe, "which has got such a lean onto it that it
looks as if it might be pu shed over with not
much trouble."
·
Dick looked at the tree indicated, and said:
"Yes, it is half dead, and the earth has been
washed from about the roots; but even if we
~ho ukl p11sh it over we could scarcely drag it t o
this point."
"There is another one, captain," added Reuben,
"which would fall across the creek if we could
get it down. It leans more than the one that
Li ~h e pointed out."
•
"Yes, so it does, but I am afraid it is too r otten."
"\Ve might try it, captain," suggested Paul.
"Yes, there is certainly no h arm in that," with
a smile, and the boys made their way t o the
tree which the new recruit had indicated.
The earth had been washed away from about
its roots on the side toward the creek, and it
had a decided slant in that direction. The boys
cut stout sticks and with these pushed against
the tree, which showed an inclination to fall from
the first. With all the boys pushing against it,
and all using their utmost strength, it soon showed decided signs of falling, and it ,·:as not Jong
before it began to topple.
"Look out, boys !" suddenly shouted Dick, an d
the boys ran back in good ti me as the earth bE!gan to give way on their side.
Over it went, there wa s a g reat upheaval, then
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a tremendous cracking and splitting, and down
went the tree with a crash of breaking limbs
and a terrific upheaval. It fell across the creek
'v:ith a great splashing <1tnd cracking, and .a splintering of many of the upper branches, out there
was enough of it that was solid to allow the boys
to cross, and they did so without delay. The
trail on the other side was easily taken up and
followed for half an hour, the boys by that time
having reached a dense swamp with a single
path leading through it, this path having been
, followed by the renega de and his companions.
Dick led the way, following the p ath in its
1vindings, often hidden from the sight of those
just behind h im by the tall grass, thick bushes
a nd tangled weeds. Pushing on, Dick at length
heard voices, and signaled to the boys behind him,
at the same time dropping upon his hands and
kpees, and wor king on cautiously. The boys did
the same as fast a s they got the word, a nd all
went on rap idly an d cautiously, the sou nd of
voices growing more and more di stinct every
moment. There were five or s·ix men, as f a r as
Dick could make out, and some of these must
have been alr ea dy at the place when Westbrook
a rrived, as the boys had not seen t he track s of
so many.
'
Dick could distin guish the r enegade's voice
"among the other s, bu t did not h ear Bess, but
then it was not li kely that she would have anything to say, so· that did n ot pu zzle h im.
Continuin g on han ds a nd knees, Dick at last
was able to look through tile bushes a nd discern
half a dozen men sitting about a fi r e in front of
a rude hut, the door of wh ich stood open, making
it possible for h im to see B ess in the semi-obscurity of the place . She presently came forward
and looked about, m oi·e from curiosity, it seemed,
than as if she expected to see so.m e on e fo r whom
she was looking and waiting . Dick s ign aled to
the rest to advance still more cautiously. an d
went on a s far a~ he dared. At last he cou ld not
take another step without being observed if one
of the men should look tha t wa y, and just then
no one seemed to be doing so. The grou.P of men
were at lea st twenty feet- from the edge of the
opening, and if the boys made a sudden dash,
therefore, the greater part of them could get
into the opening before they were discovered.
They had come so far without impediment, and
now Dick did not want t o do anything which
would undo all tha t they had done. Some of t h e
men had their rifles slung over their shoulders,
while others had them on the ground at their
sides, ready to snatch up at a moment's warning.
Bill was not with the men around the fire, and he
had probably t aken an enti"rely different direction, but two others whom Dick recognized were
there, and taking an active part in the discussion.
Dick slid back a step or two, and signaled to
the boys that the time for action had arrived.
'fhe man arose, his rifle over his shoulder, and
crossed the opening to enter the path. He had
not taken two steps upon it before Dick suddenly
.sprang up, seized him by both arms, and pu s he~
him ·backward, forcing him bodily along the path.
At the same moment he gave a shrill _whistle
which all the boys understood, for they all sprang
to their feet and hurried on after Dick.
All of a sudden the men sitting around the fire
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saw their companion coming r apidly toward
them, but backward, and as if by no w ill of his
own, yelling fo r help. Dick pushed hi m a head
rapidly, and as t he men suddenly lea ped to t heir
feet he fairly rushed at them, and then hu rled '
the man at them with the for ce of a catapult .
He was thrown against two of t hem, and sent
them u pon their b a~k s in a second, s prawling out
upon the ground himself in the most un dignified
inanner.
'
. Dick a!1d ~he boys just be.h ind him opened fire
m the liveliest manner , with the intention of
confusing the renegades, and making t hem t hink
that ther e was a large force of t heir r esolute
young en emies just behind t hem. Those who ha d
not been upset at once t ook t o t heir heels running in di!ferent directions, a nd wi t h appa~en tly
no other idea than t o get away as rapi dly a :,
possi ble. Westbrook made a dash for t he hut
caught Bess in his arms, and rushed out at th~
rea r, disappearing tin an instant. As quick a~
a ll the boys were in the open ing, Dick shouted -to
t hem to sur r.oun d the hut, and to pay no a ttention
to any one except W estbrook.
Dic_k h i ~self rushed thr ough the hut, just
catching sight of the fu g·itivc gliding down a
lit~le c;reck in a dugout, with poor Bess, limp and
famt, m the bott om. 'Dick ra n on, calling to the
boys to follow, and, whipping out his pistols to
fi re up on tl!e ruffinn. Then the creek ·widened
out , and "'estbrook sent the de gout around :i.
bend and ou t of sight. Dick kept on. an d soon
ca me in sight 0f the fe ll0\\. a rpin , Bess "!Jeing
n ow placed in such a position t h at h .~ could not
fire a t the T-ory ,,.;n·wut h itting· her. T he creel.;:
grew wider and wide r , and at b.st entered the
flooded forest, '.\·here t h ere wa'3 a considerall ! ·.~·
stretch of water. Then he made for the farther
b'.'1-nk and Di ck saw him get out. take the g-irl in
h is arms, and hurry away into the wood~.
"vVh at a r e we goin g to do now, captain?" aske.i
Paul.
"I don't know. Supp ose we gn hack to the hut
a nd see if there isn't some way to get on the
other side of the cr eek."
Tlien they all set out on the return t o the hut,

CHAPTER XII. -The Chase Comes t o An End.
Bob E stabrook h ad a considerable pa rty under
his direction set t ing out in hoats through tha
flooded forest, looking h ere and there in all sorts
of secret hiding places. some seeming to be mis t
improbable, and others likely to gi ve r~snlts .
They searched . for a long t ime, however, witho•.J.t
success, and at last Fob was almost read y to
give it up an d r eturn, despite hi s R;ener ally hopeful way of looking at things. Just then th ey
heard some one coming along throug·h the wood s,
and Bob hailed them, and found t hat it w::is Ben
Spurlock's part y.
"Any luck, Ben ?" asked Bob.
"No; but we heard shots, and we thoug-ht t hat
perhaps you or some of the others m.igh'.t ha ve
come across the r uffians."
"No, we have not , nor seen anyth ing of them.
Possibly Dick has, but we have not."
"What were you thinking of doing?"
"Going back; but as long as you are here, Wli
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"The brute!" hissed Mark. "That's Bess Sargent he has. How did he get hold of her?"
The halfbreed sat on a stone and began to fill
a short red clay pipe with strong black tobacco.
He was in the midst of this operation when Mark
and the others s uddenly sprang out upon him.
He looked at them in a stoical fashion, and went
on lighting his pipe, puffing out grea t clouds of
heavy blue smoke.
""We want the paleface girl," said M.ark, pistol
in hand.
The other boys lifted Bess from the ground and
began chafing her haris and moistening her fore-head, there being a little pool of water close by.
" Injun no care," grunted the halfbreed. "Take,
if like. Heap o' trouble for Injun. "
"'Where did you get he r '?" a sked Mark, surprised at the halfbreed's indi fference.
"Blackheart give, say take her to cabin . in
wood s. Plenty trouble. Heavy like bear, Injun
no like."
" We'll take her off your hands,'' said Mark.
"All right, no c'a r e, save heap trouble," and
the halfbr eed went on calmly smoking and seeming to take the greatest comfort from it.
Meanwhile the boys had succeeded in restoring
Bess to consiousness, and she opened her eyes
and looked around.
When she saw the ' blue and buff unifor ms of
the boys sh e gav e a glad cry.
Just t·hen there came a hail from some of
Mark's boys.
"Hallo! that means that they have learned
something, or met someone, perhaps,'' muttered
Mark. "Come on, boys."
The hail was repeated and answered, and then
the boys went on, and at length came upon Dick
and Bob and the others, who we1·e greatly astonished to see Bess with them.
"Hallo, you have done what we have been tryMark Morrison and his party of boys were ing· to do all the morning," laughed Bob. "How
beginning to grow a s weary as Bob and his boys did you happen to come across Bess?"
"It just happened," said Mark dryly. "We
had been, and at length stopped on tr.e edge of
found her with a half breed, and he was rather·
the woods to rest and to form plans.
"Vve have not seen anything of the wretches, glad to give her up. He was carrying her someboys," said Mark, "and I think it is becau,.e we where for vVestbrook."
Then h e told what h a d happened, and what
have been going on in a body, making more or
less noise. I think if we had gone quieter we the Tory had said about their never finding Bess.
Nothing was ever seen of Westbrook, and the
might have seen them."
"But we haven't seen a s ingle track,'' declared probability was that th e man had suddenly plunged headfirst into the wa ter, had stru ck <in his
Ben Brand.
"Well, let's go ahead, a few. of us, quietly and head in the mud, and had been unable to excautiously, and we may see something,'' Mark tricate himself, and had drowned before the boys
came up.
added.
When they went back to the camp, there was
Then he and Ben and Arthur Mackay struck
into the thicket and went on with great caution, great rejoicing, and Patsy set to wor k to get up
making little or no noise, and proceeding a s as good a supper a s h e kn ew how t o p r epare in
though they expected to steal up on an enemy at honor of the young lady.
"The Libe rty Boys s hortly left Vincennes, a n d
any moment. Suddenly Mark stopped and said
returned to th e fall s of th e Ohio, an d t h en still
in a low tone:
farth er east .
"There is some one coming. ' Get ready to
They left Bess a t h ome, where sh e was received
spring out."
with great joy by the w hole family.
The three boys crouched in the t a ll grass, ard
R euben r em ained with t he Liberty Boy s till the
Mark peered out cautiously, presently catching close of th e vvar , a nd a y:ea r or so· later one of
sight of a half-breed Indian coming out of a the boys came afte r Bess, just a s Dick h ad anclump of bushes with a young girl thrown over
his shoulder. He placed his unconscious burden ticip a ted .
on the ground w~th a grunt and muttered:
The next week' s issue will contain "THE LIB·' Plenty heap fuss about paleface gal. More ERTY BOYS ON THE COM MONS; OR, DEFENDING OLD NEW YORK."
bctte1· takf> scalo. den have no TY ore trouble."

might as well go on. We'll keep on through the
flooded forest, and you keep on dry land, and if
you see anything let us know."
"All right," and Ben continued on land, while
Bob went ahead with the boa t s.
Later there was a ha il from Ben, who had
come upon Dick and his boys coming out of a
s wamp where there was a creek which they had
crossed on logs which t hey ha d thrown over.
They a ll pushed on, and a t length came to the
place where Westbrook h ad la nded and left his
dugout. Bob had been signaled to, and came up
as they picked up Westbrook' s trail. Bob landed
his boys a nd they all push ed forward, coming
sudd enly upon t he T or y li g hti ng a fire in the
wood s. See ing the boys, he sprang to hi s feet
and made a dash towa 1·d t he wat er.
"You won't fi n d t he ga l, anyhow!" he shouted,
as he plunged into the water.
The boys r a n fo r ward a nd came out upon a
stee p ba nk where there wer e l!r ea t circles on the
water, a s if somethin g had been thrown in. Bubbles ca me to the top, but thP y saw nothing of the
man. They waited till the ci rcles ceased to ruffle
the water, and all vvas still, but saw not sign of
th e fugitive.
"Ca n he have hit his head OJ1 a stone?" asked
Rob.
They saw nothing of the Tory and they turned
away.
They found foot1n ints, but none made by
Bess, a nd they were greatly puzzled. The footprints Jed off through the woods, and were not
· those of Dan Westbrook.
"The man has found some one to take Bess
away," Dick suggested, "and he would come on
later. We must follow them, that is all."
Then they set off on the trail of the supposed
man whom the renegade had gotten to help him.
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CURRENT NEWS
SMALL BOY'S GREAT WEIGHT
Leslie Drake, eleven years of age, a son of Mr.
and Mrs. Anderson Dake, of Fairland, Shelby
County, Ind., is believed to weigh more than any
other boy in Indiana of his age. The youngster,
who is five feet tall, weighs 245 pounds. He was
born at Brookfield in Moral Township and is now
in the sixth grade at school.
JOKES CATALOGUED
The man wh o has a fre sh stock of funny
l'tories is al ways a popular dinn er guest. But
he who tells the same story twice is generally
voted a bore and loses his chances of getting a
good mea l.
" I confess that I keep my little yarns on fil e,"
said the office worker, who puzzled his associates
by the number 0f invitation s he received. "When
I read a good story I clip it, pa ste it on a card
and then make notes from time to time on the
places at which I have told it. In this way I
never i·epeat."
COLLEGE MEN HIRE PIPES BROKEN IN
With the opening of the fall semester the prnfessional pipe smoker has appeared upon the

_..LOOK!

campus. Breaking in a n ew pipe, as any genuine
college man can assure y:->u, is a most unpleasant
task. Rather th an bren k in hi s own new pipe
the college boy will tu rn his pipe over to a pipe
smoke r. The owner genernl!y pays $2 or $3 for
this service. Duril'g the t.wo weeks of "breaking
in"' he must supply the tobacco. The pipe smoker
during the fall semester 1>ometimes breaki' in as
many of a dozen pipes, a n d reaps considerab l~
spending mon ey.

EAGLE REFUSES TO LEAVE
Th e big American eag;!e wounded by a hunter
near Martinsburg some ti me ago and brought
to the coops of Assistant Game Warden W. G.
Boyle, Altoona, Pa., for treatment, likes the
place so well it refuses to leave.
Boyle and Game Warden Myers liberated the
eagle, but it would not ventu re more than fifteen
f eet from the pen. 'l'he v believ~ its wings were
damaged by shot and will inYestigate.
Me'l.nwhile the ratir>11 of two pounds was reduced in the hope of dr :virg the bird to seek its
own food in its native h a unb.

LOOK!~

Have you seen the new "Mystery Magazine"?
DON'T MISS IT FOR ANYTHING !
No. 97, On All News-stands November 15th

Get a Copy and Read It
The Price Is Ten Cents.
J\\ contains a long feature detective story and half a dozen short tal es, all written by
the smartest authors in the world. Besides the stories thel'e are a number of fin.e
articles, anecdotes, sketches and a particularly interesting account of

Hypnotism
This magazine gives you more good reading matter for the price than any other publication in this country. It contains sixty-four pages.

Handsome Colored Covers
Illustrated T itle Pages
And there is a snap and vigor in all the stories that ·will please you . .

BUY A COPY OF No. 97 AND JUDGE FOR YOURSELF!
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VICTORIES OF TRACK AND FIELD
By RALPH MORTON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER VII.-(Continued.)
"vii ow!" he cried, as he swung about to escape
from the nipping bite of fire.
But his own clothes had become oiled in the
process, and he was like a sort of magazine,
ready for combustion, as though he were made
·
.
of fi reworks material.
"Come on, you idiot, and don't stand there to
catch fire!" cr ied Newthwaite.
'.l'he big bully cared only for his own safety.
'He realized now that the only way for him
to escape detection for his dastal'dly deed was to
run for the dark woods before his luckless companion should become a beacon light to the school
folk.
The flame s were fast spreading to the entries
of the building by this time, and it was a terrible position.
For the first time a shiver ran down Newthwa ite's spine, as he realized what a demon
he had stined up.
Just at thi s instant he realized that if he were
ever caught for this act it would mean the state's
penitentiary.
He ran at topmost speed.
Straight for the dark tree shade went he, and
barely in time to save his skin.
For Algy Tenson was not as iron-willed, nor
as filled wit h courage as a Spartan.
He ripped forth a piercing scream, as the
flames curled about him, and obeying the first
instinct which came to him, rushed straight to
the domitory building.
"Help! help! I'm burning to death!"
The miserable youth was suffering now for his
crime.
The lads in si de the building ·were awakened by
his cries, but the firsVone to go to his aid was no
other than the one whom he had wished to wrong
the most.
Dan Barnett, the brave fellow, wakened by the
outcry, sprang to his feet, and rushed to the win.
dow in his pajamas.
Looking out he beheld the speeding form of a
youth, surrounded by flames, which each instant
seemed about to engulf him, and burn his throat
and lungs away.
' Dan snatched a blanket from the corner of the
bed, dropped from the window, and it was a wonder that he did not sprain an ankle or break a
ligament in the long fall.
However, the youth struck the soft turf below
his window with a thud which made his feet tingle, and then rushed toward the endangered Algy
Tenson.
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That unfortunate fell forward with a scream
of anguish, and lost consciousness in his terrible
plight.
"Wait, Dan, or you will inhale the flames yourself," cried his roommate.
But Dan did not wait.
He wouldn't in such a circumstance.
Dan fo1-g6t the enmity which had existed between himself and this Algy Tenson, whom he
could recognize by the 'fitful light of the cruel
flames as they whirled about the hapless conspirator.
His only thought was that he must save the
life of the suffering youth.
"I'll put out those flames, or die trying,? muttered the determined fellow.
With his bed-blanket, brought through the window on his nervy jump, he started.
One swift movement sufficed to whirl the heavy
woolen cloth about Tenson's body.
The flames licked hungrily at Dan, and scorched his hands, but the youth' was thoroughly
arou sed, and would not yield an iota in his desperate endeavor at rescue.
He had acted in the nick of time.
But all was not over yet, for he had t'o roll
the excited Tenson along the grass in order to
completely put out ihe flames. The tight wrapping of the wool about the youth completed the
work, and Dan pulled it off, when he had succeeded in putting out all the flames, delighted
to see that he had acted before Tenson had been
seriously burned.
As it was, however, the lad was so weakened
by pain and fear that he collapsed, and went into
a dead faint.
"Here, here, some one help me bring him to
consciousness!" cried brave Dan.
As he looked up, he espied the flames now
,
bursting forth in the different buildings.
"Great Scott, they have set fire to our Academy! Everybody to work with the flames!" yelled
Dan.
He kneeled over the form of Algy Tenson, and
in his heart knew that there was some connection
between the lad and the conflagration, which was
so unexpected.
Dan whiffed kerosene, and understood it all.
"It's too bad this poor weakling got the punishment instead of Newthwaite," muttered Dan,
as he put some water on Algy's face, and worked
with his arms.
He knew that the other discharged student
must have some close connection with this fire.
But several of the waiters came running that
way from the dining-hall, just as Algy came to
consciousness.
"Here~ take him over and put some olive oil
over his burns. then some baking soda, Rufus,"
directed Dan Barnett to one of the colored waiter .. "I must get busy with the boys on the volunteer fire apparatus, in order to save our school
from the flames."
Dan hurried across the greensward of the campus, and in a jiffy was taking the leadership
once more.
(To be continued.)
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ALL POINTS

CAMPAIGN AGAINST RABBITS
Since January, Grant county, 'Washington, has
held 25 rabbit drives with a total of 98,950 killed.
The rabbits ate up 4,000 acres of grain this summer at Moses Lake. In six months the Department of Agriculture distributed, free, 600 ounces
of strychnine and one ounce of this poison de stroyed 1,329 rabbits in a single field. There is a
movement for winter shipment of frozen rabbits
to cities for free distribution among the poor.
GIRL LIGHTS ON ENGINE PILOT
While Edith Pembleton; aged 14, was passing
over a grade crossing of the Erie Railroad, Middletown, N. Y., she was struck by a west-bound
express.
The engineer was unaware that he had s truck
any one and h:id run a quarter of a mile when
the train was flagged, and what he had tak en for
a paper on the pilot of the engine was found to
be the girl. She is suffering from a fractured
skull and other severe injuries, but may recover.
Her dress had caught on the pilot in such a
manner as to prevent h er from falling off.
THE ANGLING APE
"The angling ape of J ava ," said a naturalist,
"has bu shy white whiskers. He looks like a
little old man.
"This fellow derives hi s name from his habit
of angling for crabs with his tail. A comical
sight it is t o see him at work. He sits dvwn and,
_ with a sad and a n x ious look , dangles hb long
tail in one of the seas hore pools where ci·ab:;
abound.
"He ha sn't a g1·eat while to wait, as a rule,
a nd, unlike some anglers, he a l way~ knows when
he's got a bi te . With a yowl of pain he then
whisk s his tail, with the crab feeding on it
busily, out of the water. H e dasJ1es the crab
against a stone and breaks its shell. Then he
begi n s his meal.
"But th e angling ape's m eal isn't one of unalloyed enjoyment, for every minute or so he has
to pause and caress his lacerated tail and whine
over it plaintively."
SHARK-HUNT ING AS A TRADE .
Sharks in the waters along th e British Columbia coast are to be turned into leather, liver
oil, fertilizer, j ew elry and finally dollars, according to plans of Sidney Ruck, head of the Consolidated Whaling 0111pany, who has resigned
to launch the new industry. Organ ization of the
ne w compa ny has been completed, and the reducing plant will be erected on the Alberni Canal.
;~h::irk -fi shi ng, like whaling, is to be canied on
alo.:g the west coast of Vancouver I sla nd, vvher
Mr. Heck sa y s examination h a~ ~hown t !1at the
h uge ~un sharks, some of them weighing 2,000
poands, race up and down in schools of lhou;,;and:; .
Recen tly one of the coasting "teamers r eported
running into a solid mass or these !:Jig fellows.
Fishing for the sharks will be carried on after

the fashion of whaling, wit!1 harpoons shot from
gun;;.
Livers from :;ome of the big su n shal"ks, which
are 60 to 6:5 per cent. oil, yield up to 20 gallons
of the finest shark oil. I t is used for medic::il
purposes and l ubrica tio n of de licate rn chanisms.
Live rs of the smaller mud sharks, found in the
waters between the island and the mainland, yield
about 10 gallons of oil.
Teeth of sharks are in grea t de mand for the
manufacture of necklaces, it i:; stated, owing to
a new fad in neck ornament ·which recently developed.
The 'fin s are almost pure gelatine. They are
cured and sold to Orientals, who use them in
preparation of table delicac ies. Membranes and
intestine,; are turned into gloves, gl ue and gut;
blood and flesh into chicken food and fertilizers.
The head is a mlid mass uf cartil:i~:! glue.
The most valuable _pa rt of the fi <h i;:; the skin,
which has the to·•ghness of vulca'1i:ced r ubber.
The outer surface i~ as rough as sandp:ioer . Thi:;
is taken off by aciJ treat ment, an<l the ,.ki n is
tal) ned.
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The Last Dive.
fly

PAUL

BRADDON.

"Like a · sheer, dead hulk, sir!" roared the old
quartermnster at the wheel, in answer to the first
lieutenant's query as to how the frigate headed.
She was the big American ,;hip, the Guerriere.
For just te'1 seconds all her canvas, even to her
royals, rattle.cl, and her long yards sent forth a
sort of ghostly cre::ik. Then she lay in a dead
calm-there l'lff the Central Archipel.ago, Pacific
Oc·e an, with an island and l'OCKS a haJ·f mile ahead
of her.
At the quartermaster's remark one of the boatswain's mates-a dark, evil-looking fellow, with
a cast in his eye-muttered Lo himself, unheard
by those about him:
"Something besides the frigate will be a dead
hulk 'fore long if I have the chance I hope for to
carry out my plan."
Black and full of hatred was the sidelong gaze
which he directed toward the handsome first lieutenant, Mr. Jack Winthrop, as he spoke.
"Ay!" he continued, as a beautiful young girl,
the daughter of Lieutenant Hall of the marines,
now standing near the starboard quarter rail,
directed a soft, shy glance at the young- first officer, "look yonr last upon him! There will be
no wedding aboard here between you ~md him
when th n ship reaches Jav a. Mischief take him!
He will h:cve me broken, will he, and pnt into the
safe-guard- me, Ben Wright, simply because I
floo-ged that rascal, Tom Dalton, so hard with the
'cat' as to nearly drive the breath out of his
body! He deserved it for striking me. But along
comes that fir st luff, Jack vVin sthrop, and blows
me ' up like-for la yin' on so hard, a nd I know
that he's a-goin' to have me broke if he can. We'll
see about that!" he added, fumbling at something round in the breast pocket of ~is shii:t.
This was a slungshot-a rough piece of lead,
with a network woven about it and a lanyard attached.
Mr. Winthrop went up to the captain, saluted,
and said: "Some of us have been talking about
a swim, sir. With your permission, we would likf
to go in the water to cool off."
"Oh, certainly, sir, certainly," answered Cap.
tain Smith, good-naturedly.
The forecastle men and othe1s crowded around
the boatswain . His mates also appealed to him.
It was all about the swimming, and aft went
the boatswain to the captain, to soon return with
the required permission for the watch to take an
"ocean bath."
Lieut. Winthrop, or Lieut Jack, as he was usually termed by the men, was a bold, daring
swimmer.
Ben Wri ght, as he swam to and fro, kept his
evil eyes upon him. Concealed under his waistband he carried a life-belt to save him in case
of a storm or other emergency. At last the lieutenant struck away from the frigate.
-"Don't go too far, sir," cried the captain, pointing to windward.
A mist was gathering in that quarter, and was
beginning to spread ·1eeward.
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"Ay, ay, sir, I'll not go too far!" answered
Jack.
Bella Hall, the marine lieutenant's daughter, to
whom he was betrothed, watched him a little anxiou~ly as he disappeared in the mist.
"Is there no danger from sharks?" she inquired of her father.
"I think not. But even if there was, Jack
would not come to harm with Tom Dalton who
ha s the reputation of being a sort of shark fighter
'
watching him."
But he forgot that To.m! a fine! robust young
topman, who was now stnkrng out m the direction
where the first lieutenant had vanished had n o
'
knife or other weapon w ith him.
Close .in the officer's wake was Ben Wright, the
boatswam's mate.
Glancing behind him, and seeing Tom Dalton
he scowled , but he thought he would be able t~
carry out his mm·dernus intention ere the topm!'ln came up.
IIe r1uickened hi s movements, and was in a
s~o~'t tu~e clofe u pon Lieut. Jack, with the mist
'
h1dmg him from Tom's gaze.
"I think it's about time we swam back " remarked the your>g officer to Wright as h~ suddenly turned. "I hear a hum off th~re to windward. There's a squall coming up."
"Ay, ay, sir," answered ·wright.
Th en he. commenced appa rently to tread water,
thou~h this was unnecessary on account of his
conceal ed life-belt.
"On, on, man, go on for the ship !" cried Jack.
"Why rlo you stop? "
An evil so.rt of grin col!vulsed the ugly face of
t~e boatswain's mate. Now he thought was his
tune. Quickly the villain's hand souglit the
As
P?C1 et behind in his swimming trousers.
L1e11 t. Jack was about repeating his question, up
rose 1hc scoundrel's ha nd, and whiz went the
slungshot thrnugh the air. Had it not chanced
that Jack turned his head at the moment the
Jr-~1.clen miss ile would have killer! him. As it 'was
it strnck him a sla nting but ve1y hard blow o~
the side of his skull. It instantly drove all sense
from hi~ brain. His head went down with a jerk
n nd in this position, with his knees bent unde;
him, he sank.
The w8:ter was as c'.ear as crystal. Wright
saw the heutenant smkmg toward a broad rock,
a few fathoms und er the surface th·e top of
which was covered wi th tho se pink ' weeds called
corallinei;.
"It will never do for the frigate's people to find
h is body," reflected the wretch. "They would see
the mark on his head and I would be suspected.
I'll go down and twist my life-belt about his
throat and the weeds about his body, so as to
keep him to the rock and hide him."
He unwound hi s belt, and holding it, dove for
this purpose, when, to his dismay, Tom Dalton,
who, being a wo rde rful swimmer, was much
nearer to him than he thought, went darti ng past
him, and seizing th e lieutenant by the hair, was
the next moment rising with the lifeless man tJ
thf' surface. Wright, letting go his belt, rcse
qui ckly also, and ba lanced his terrible slungshot.
Whiz ! went the dea dly instrument again. But
Tom was prepared for it. In fact, he had been
near enough to see the villain when he hurled
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the slungshot at the lieutenant. Now, as the
leaden ball came toward him, he ducked his head,
thus avoiling the missile. Then his right arm
s~ot ?tra1ght out, like a veritable battering ram,
with its huge muscle, and his fist caught Wright
between the eyes. The brute, however h ad a
head like flint. He was only partially ~tunned,
and he drew back the slungshot for another
fling.
Still holding to the senseless lieutenant with
his left hand, Tom was certainly at a di sadvantage for combat. He realized that he must act
quickly.
"Ay,'' he reflected, "I will either save him or
die in the attempt."
As Wright was about to hur l his deadly missile
Tom, without quitting his hold on the young of'ficer, gave a forward sort of leap from th e water,
and struck his opponent's upraised arm with his
fist, directly in the hollow fronting the elbow.
This brought the arm down sideways.. Dalton
had in tended to send the slungshot flying sideways and then wrest it from Wrig ht's grasp.
Instead of this, however, the lan yard swung
round, and the hard ball of lead crashed upon the
villain's own skull. His h ead drop"ped instantly,
and down he went, heels up, shooting into th e
clear depths of th e sea.
Evidently it was the spasmodic contraction of
the muscles of the spine, on his receiving the
blow, that sent him thus speeding on what proved
to be a veritable death dive.
Down among th\! weeds, on the under-water
rock, did his body descend. And as Tom watched
him h e sud denly beheld, to his amazement and
horror, a huge green form, not less than ten f eet
long, emerge from the weeds and fasten itself to
the senseless man. This form resembled a gigantic sea plant, was shaped like a prickly cucumber, with sharp spines proj ecting from the
upp er part of it. In fact, it appeared to be a
species of that singular creature, the sea cucumber, or trepang, :i,nuch sought after for food
by the Chinese and others. But this was evidently a large, voracious mon ster, differing in
that respect as well as in size from the small,
harmless beche de mer just m entioned. Dalton
coulr\ see the legs of the doomed man double up
snd shrink as the terrible 'fish drew the life
:irom him with its numerous su ckers or spines.
He turned his gaze from the awful spectacle.
Then, ere he could look again, the squall which
had been fast approaching, came howling and
roaring around him, driving the mi st before it
and whitening the sea with foam and spray.
A great shadowy form went flying past him,
at the distance of many fathoms. It was the
frigate, with a ll her sail in except a close reefed
mainsail. She was driving along with the speed
of a thunderbolt.
The island previously mentioned, fronted by
numerous rocks, was about half a mile from the
struggling sailor.
Still holding to the lieutenant, Tom sti·ove to
keep his head as much as possible above water
while he swam with one hand, and with his unusually powerful legs working like a windmill.
Fortunately, he was in a current which drew
him along, helped by the gale, toward the is-
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Deter mined to save Lieut. Jack, the brave top·
man strained every nerve.
He was presently close to the breakers, and ex·
hausted and h alf drowned as he was, he could
not hope to obtain a footing on one of those
jagged rocks ahead ere -he would be thrown
against them with force enough to drive the life
out of his body. And yet he still held on to his
burden. still battled to save his life.
But now a great mass of white water rolled
upon him.
He was . suffocating. H!s senses were leaving
him.
At that moment something was tossed up close
to him. It was of a dull white color, and lil;e the
coil of a serpent. It was the life-belt which
Wright had let go adrift when he prepared to
hu rl the slungsho~ at the young to_Pman. Tom
made a. gi-ab for /1t and succeeded in getting it.
In an mstant, partly buoyed up by the belt to
which he clung with one hand, Tom reared' his
head a bove the engulfing waters. Still holding
to the lieutenant, he contrived with his single
hand to twist the long, supple belt about his
breast, but was unabl e to fasten it. It kept him,
up, however, and enabled him to better support
l11s burden. The latter by thi s time had regained his senses.
"Where are w e? What does this mean?" he
gasped. "INe are lost !"
"I will save you, sir," cried Tom, hopefully.
Scarce!y had h~ spoken :vhei: a rolling. surge
hurled him and his cempamon mto the midst of
the breakers. Tom, by means of a rugged projection. drew hi mself up and rolled upon the
rock, dragging the lieutenant with him.
Exhausted, faint, and with his brain yet reeling from the painful blov1 of the slungshot,
Lieut. Jack lay in a r ift of the rock, his head
resting on his arm, while stalwart Tom Dalton
stood and signaled with his hand to the distant
frigate.
At length the squall passed away to leeward,
and the leaping jets of. spray becoming lower,
Tom hoped he would be observed from the vessel.
Keen lookouts were aboard the man-of-war.
Far alnft, on the frigate's royal yard, swayed a
little midshipman w ith a spyglass pointed toward
the distant breakers.
All at once Tom saw him double up like a glass
b all. He knew what this meant.
The ti ny reefer had seen him, and was fairly
squatting on the yard with the strain to make
his small voice heard below on deck.
Then there was a puff of smoke from the frigate's bow, followed by the booming of a gun.
Swiftly came the ship to the rescue. Shrilly
rang the boatswain's whistle. At last a cutter
was lowered and the two were presently picked
up and taken to the frigate.
.
Lieut. Jack had a tender and most acceptable
'nurse in the person of Bella Hall, who had been
almost distracted by his supposed loss.
In due time the young officer fully recovered
from his injury, and at Java he became the husband of the beautiful girl to whom he was so
happily restored.
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FLOATIN G ISLAND S
At Yamagata , J apan, there is a small lake
called the Lake of the Foating Islands, which
NEW YORK, NOVEMB ER 11, 1921.
is said to contain as many as sixty islands that
change their position constantl y. The islands,
S
which move first one way and then the other,
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they sometime s become- top-heavy and overturn.
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In that case the reeds grow on the newly exposed
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wide that they will no longer turn over. Prof.
Stnmp:s the i-H1me as cash . \' n en se11 llu1g s~lver wraµ ti.le
the Kusakabe of the Tohoku Imperial Un iversity and
Colu In a separate piece of paper to •\VOld cuttlug ALI·
envelope. Write your name and uudress pla1nly,
several assoc iates have investiga ted the mysteri·
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ous movemen ts of these floating islands. By
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Harry E. Wolff, Pres.
wooden floats in the lake to show the sitplacing
Publisher ,
c. w. Hastings, Treas .
and direction of the various currents
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168 W. 23d St., N. Y.
('hnrl <·• .E. Nylander, Sec.
these gentlemen found that the combined actiou
of currents of air and water is what makes the
islands mo.Ve.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES

HUBBY VALUED AT $1 A DAY.
A dollar a day is the value set on her husband's
society by Mrs. John Cooper, 65 years old, who is
suing for a separatio n and $50 from her husband,
John, 77, who, she claims, left her 50 days.
COWS DRUNK ON APPLE PULP
Apple pulp shipped from a cider mill in Yakima, ·wash., and fed as an experime nt to -dairy
cows on a Tieton ranch a few days ago made the
animals so drunk that few (')f them were able to
stand up and many of them staggered about uke
intoxicate d men.
DINE ON ALLIGAT OR MEAT
To prove satement s made in recent articles
written by him that reptiles are good for food,
Prof. A. M. Reese of West Virginia Universit y,
gave an alligator dinner to twenty-fo ur . of his
friends in Morganto wn, W. Va. The dish was
given the warm indorseme nt of his guests, among
whom were several profess-Ors of the university .
TARRED ROADS MENACE FISH LIFE.
The pink worms found in the mud-scrap ings
from country roads make excellent ~ r out bait; but
the carb olic acid from road t ar kills them-an d
trout too. Experime n ts prove that the sperm·
atozoa of fish are destroyed by the carbolic acid
from tar even when the quantity is so minute
as to be almost undetecta ble.

LAUG HS
Jack-Wh o are you working for now Bill?
Old Salt-Sam e people-m issus and seve~ kids.
"Mammy 's knittin' dad a pair o' socks." "An'
what's dad a-doin' of?" "Prayin' to the Lord
for shoes."
Eric-Ma y I go out and look at the comet,
mummy? Mummy- Yes, dear, but don't go too
close.
"How's the weather your way?" "We are
"Don't spring that old
sleeping under-- "
blanket yarn on me!" "Under diffi culties my
'
boy."
Tom-If, as you say, Pearl is such a jewel
why don't you marry her? Jack-I'm afraid ther~
is a flaw in the mother-of -pearl.
Hicks-H e 'first met his wife when he was on
a c_amping. trip . down in the Maine woods, but
their marnage isn't happy. Wicks-A h I ree.
'
He mistook her for a dear.
Ascum-B roken up housekeep ing? NaggetYes, I'm back at my old boarding house again.
My cook left me. Ascum-Y ou don't say? How
does your wife like it there? Nagget-S he's not
there. Have I not just told you she left me?

HIGHES T TELEPH ONE SYSTEM IN THE
WORLD
"You laughed right in the midst of the cereAccording to the Telephone Engineer, G. D. E. mony," said the bridegroo m, almost reproachf ulMortimer a mining engineer of Point Loma, Cal., ly. "Well," responded the bride, "that ridiculous
Claims to' have the highest telephone system in minister made me promise to obey you, and it
the world, the installatio n being at an altitude of struck me as too funny."
15 500 feet above sea level. This telephone sys·
te:ri is located at Sonat:;i, Bolivia, Squth America,
Towne-S leep well these sizzling nights?
where the installatio n of a telephone system for
a wink. Towne-a certain mining company, between various parts Subbs-L ike a top-neve r lose take?
Subbs-A n
of the mine and the town of Yani, has just been Great Scott! What do you
set the alarm
completed . T he total length of the line is 101h alarm clock to my room and then
to bed. As soon as il
miles, the inst a llation being at an altitude of for half an hour after I go and
2:0 to sleep.
rine:s I naturally roll over
1 I; 1\1\1\ ·foo t
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A . FEW GOOD ITEMS
SAVED BY SWOLLEN GRAIN
The steamer Seapool struck an iceberg off Newfoundland and began to fill. The swelling of the
grain in her forehold stopped the hole and prevented her from sinking.
THE LEANING BUDDHA
The Leaning Buddah is a Chinese rival of the
tower of Pisa. This twelfth-century pagoda
near Nanking, is 100 feet high, of 13 stories, and
inclines 1 feet from the perpendicular, while the
179-foot leaning tower of Pisa inclines 16 1 ·~ feet.
HOW ELEPHANTS PLAY
The Cape Colony elephant reserve, says th,
Christian Scie11ce Monit1Yr, affords fine facilities
for the observation of pachydermatous behavior.
The huge beasts often amuse themselves by
squatting on their haunches at the top of a steep
bank and coasting down to the pond at the bottom. Baby elephants that evince fear are coaxed
t o the crnwn of the hill and shoved off.
GLACIER L.~KE BL"R3TS
The co.,,sequences of the excentionally hot European Summer a:·e still being ielt. Thus owing
to the heat small lakes have often formed on the
glaciers and one such lake on ~he Gruben glacier
in the Bernese Oberland, S\vitzerland, burst
through. the glacier, flooding all the surrounding
district, destrnying a bridge over the Alpine road
and rendering one of the princip'.l! mountain highways; the Crimsel road, impassable for s~veral
days.
The force of the glacier burst carried away
quantities of moraine and strewed about the meadows huge boulders embedded in ice for incalculable ages. The boulders were first precipitated
i nto the air by force of the waterburst. Fortunately no lives were lo:::t.
SALESMAN TIED IN DATHTUB
J. Q. Hiers, New York salesman and father of
\"Valter Hiers, actor, was discovered in the bathtub of his room at Hotel Kayoso, Memphis, Tenn.,
the other day, with his foot tied to the faucet of
the tub, where he had been placed, he told detectives, by a thief who entered his room and
robbed him of $20 in cash and diamonds valued
at approximately $3,500.
The. discovery was made by other guests of the
hotel who responded to Hier's calls for help. The
burglar struck Hiers over the head, but his injuries are not serious.
Hie rs said he lived at the Hotel Endicott, in
New York, and is the travelling representative of
the Bonataux Textile C9mpany.
FILLS OUT ROYAL FLUSH; DROPS DEAD
Excitement attendant upon filling a royal flush
of hearts in a friendly game of poker with his
new nephew and. son-in -lay the other night is
believed to have caused the death from apoplexy
of Philip Brenner, 67, a retired tailor, who lived

at 1915 Cornaga avenue, Far Rockaway, N. Y.
Mr. Br~nner was playing with Benjamin Levy,
his son-m-law. in the latter's home at 1026 White
street, Fat· Rockaway.
Max Kansrowitz, his
n phew, was the third man in the game. They
h ad just drawn to a hand, when Mr. Brenne1·
i:lumped forward in his chair, dropping his cards
face downward on the table.
Efforts to revive him failing, an ambulance
was called from St. Joseph's Hospital, and the
surgeon pronounced him dead from apoplexy.
Medical Examiner Nammack, who arrived at the
house shortly afterward, turned up the cards
the dead man lu;d held. They were the ace, king,
queen, ja;;k and ten of hearts.
BABY BIRDS RIDE ON TH~IR MA'S BACK
The autumn migration is starting early this
year, and some small birds not old. enough to :;iitempt the southbound trip alone are reported riding on the backs of cranes, loons and owls.
Several flocks of loons coming down from the
far north were observed art''1g as chauil'eurs for
numbers of small crested birth. Hans Lacosta, a
rancher in La Conner, Wash., rlecla1·es he watched
a flock of loons volplane to a big marsh near his
farm, and that a,; soon as the descent was made
t'lany smaller bid~ flew fro>n the midst of flapping wings of the larger ones.
The loons settled on the water, t~1eir passengers
ook accommodations in trees on shore. Owls
are known to carry small birds southward on
their backs.
It is generally believed by naturalists that
young birds are urged by instinct not to attempt
the long flight, and they await the opportunity
to steal rides on the big b::i.cks of smoothly flying
water birds.
NEW WONDER CHAMBER IN MAMMOTH
CAVE
Discovery of a two and a half mile unexplored
avenue of wonderful beauty in Mammoth Cave,
Kentucky's great natural wonder, has just been
made by Carl T. Robertson, Cleveland naturalist
and author, acc01·ding to a reliable report recently.
In company wifo Schuyler Hunt, veteran guide,
the naturalist ventured off of beaten paths in the
cave and the discovery of the new avenue came
as an accident.
A stir was created by the naturalist's story,
and as a result a searching party was organized
to explore the avenue thoroughly and also two
big side avenues which Robertson had noted.
"As a pleasing contrast to the atrociously
rough paths we had been traveling for hours "
the natur:ilist said, "the new avenue was. ~s
smooth as a dancing floor, but covered with from
one to three inches of the finest limes t~ne sand.
About 200 feet from the entrance we came to a
fairy fountain, a stream of water dropped from
an invisible crevice in the roof to an almost circular bowl six or seven feet in diameter, in a ledge
about shoulder high above a natural pathway."
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THE · NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
BEGS $19.92 IN 35 MINUTES
Willia m Campbell, 31 years old, of 618 Atlantic avenue, Brooklyn, was arrested recently
for beg ging on Broadway at Forty-third street,
The p olice found $19.92 in his
New York.
pockets, which he said he had collected in thirtyfi ve minutes. One of Campbell's arms is a mputated a t the shoulder a nd h e encouraged the sympathy of passing p edestrian s by exhibiting the
stump. ~- hen a r raigned yes terday in the West
Side Court he told Magistrate Ryttenberg that
Times Square is "panhandler's paradi se." He
was sentenced to ten days in the workhous e.
HANDSOME LADS GET OFF EASILY
When James Llewellyn and James Gorman,
young and han dsome, were conviced by a jury
in the Superior Court, Sacramentor, Cal., of p etty
larceny for the theft of a n au t omobile valuell a t
nearly $2,000, women jurors rush ed to shak e
hands with the defendants. There were s ix
...vom en on the jury. A charge of grand larceny
had b een placed again st the men, but it is understood five of t he women dechn ed th<: y would vote
for acquittal if the ve1·d ict did not r ead petty
larceny. Judge Malcolm C. Glenn sco r ed the
jurors for the verdict.
"\Vhy, these women would have presented th e
defendant with fl ower s ," one of th e male members of the jury said.
WOMAN, BELIEVED PAUPER, HAD $100,000
IN DRESS
"French Sal," a mysterious r esident of the
Hanison Street police district, Chicago, wa s
found dead in a gas-filled room and arrangements
had been made to bury her in Potter's Field a s
a pauper.
A final search of her effects , however, brought
forth $100,000 in stocks, bonds and paper money
of large denomination, sewed in the lining of a
shabby old dress. As a result, she was buried
in Arlington Cemetery. Five students of an anatomical school acted a s pall bearer s and Deputy
Coroner Davi s, of the Cook County Morgue, delivered a funeral oration.
No one ca n be found who know s th e old wom an's real name. The property is bei ng held by
the coroner in th e hope that an h e ir ca n be found.
VOLCANIC ISLANDS RISE AND
DISAPPEAR LATER
•
Volca noes often break loose on the fl oor of t he
ocean, . and sometim es they build up con siderable
mountains. If such a mounta in be tall enou g h,
it a ppears a bove the su r face and form s ::m i ~ 
!and .' The Hawaiian I sland were themselves
neated i that wa y.
Sometimes t hese volcan ic islan ds ri se up, on ly
to d isappea r late r . H ere and the re in the P ac ific
t hat 'oery thi ng ha s happ ened wil h;n h i ~l or ic
t imes.
Mariner s often have come a<.: 1oss a new is land,

or they have di scovered to their surpri se the absence of a charted bit of terra firma.
In the neighbo1hood of the Aleutian chain
two mountains lifted themselves out of the ocean
a while ago, with much fire, st eam and smoke.
They are ca lled Bogislof and Grewingk. Having
s lowly g row n t o great s ize, th ey now are disappearing gradually.
DIVING TO LIMIT FOR SUNKEN GOLD
The divers on the A dmiralty salvage steamer
Pacer have re cov ered so far $10,000,000 worth of
bullion from the steamship Laurentic. The vessel (14 ,892 g ro ss tonnage ), formerly of the White
Star Line, was servi ng a s an auxiliary cruiser
when she was sunk by a torpedo off the north
coast of Ireland in J anuary, 1917. More than
:lQO Jives were lost and about $20,000,000 worth
of bullion went clown with h er.
The divers liken the co ndition of the wreck to
a lon g st r eet of hig h h ou ses which have collapsed into th e cente r. Th e a ction of the sea
each winter makes the following year's work of
the divers more difficult.
The wreck li es at th e extreme depth at which
divin g is possible. Th e men wo1·k below for a
qu ~nter of an hour and it takes half an hour to
bTing them to the surface, on account of the risk
of h ea1·t failu1·e through the sudden change of
blood pressure. Only two sp e ll s below per day
are possible for each man.
BAHI3ED- WIRE FENCE PHONES IN SOUTH
DAKOTA
There are still many rural homes that do not
have telephones , and, as at present, economy in
all lines is imperative, interest is reviving in the
"barbed-wire system," which was more or less
common in pa1-ts of the ·west 20 years ago.
In Carson County, S. D., the county agricultural agent has a ;;sisted fanners to install such
a sy stem at an average cost of material per
farmer of less than $20. Carson County is 87
miles long and v ery sparsely se ttled, although
th e agricultural lan ds a r e fen ced. Standard telephone lines appeared to be too expensive, yet
there was a great need for facilitating communication. The .county agent furni shed information
regarding the cost of in s talling the line, using
por celain nail kn obs for in sulation, which cost
a bout $5 per m ile. The';c knobs work satisfact orily wh en th e barbed w ir e is ti ed to them with
a sho r t p iece of wire.
In orde r to fu r t h t>r redu ce th e co~t some farmers tried pieces of rub ber cut fro m a utomobile
in ner tubes a s in sulators. Pi eces of the tubing
one a nd a h a lf inc hes squ a re were w ound around
th e ba r bed \\ ire a n cl fas ten ed t o t h e post with
The coun t y ~gt>n t reports that th is in~tap l es .
s ulati on is givi ng s:lt isfact ion, a lth ou g h, of
course, th e rubbe r Yv ill 1.kter io rate in t ime.
The fa r mer s we r e able t o ob ta in second-hand
phones a t fro m $5 to $20 ea ch , a n d fi O cents
b ou g ht a li gh tn ing arreste ;-, s o th at t he cost per
fa rmer was nom inal.
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Forced ~-lurc-h: or . C'anght in n Terrible Trap .
DPfendin g J\c nnington; or, H e lping General
Strtrk.
Youn!? i .1 e"senger ; or, Storming the Jersey
BntteriPs.
anrl the ln<lian l''ii:-hter; or, Saving the South ern s .. ttler"Running l•'i!?ht: or. After the R eilcont Hangers
Flghtin!? D o x s fndcr: or, The Destru <'tion
Curry town.
and th e lllill ~ r: or. Ronlini:: the Tory Bandits.
Cha•ing "W°ilfl Rill"; or, Fighting a My sterious
'l'roop.
Tiiilrl e n Swamp: or, Hot Times Along the Shore.
aiul fhe Black Horsema n ; or, D efeating a Dangprou~ :Po4? .
After the Cher okees ; or, Battling With Cru el
Enemi('S_
Ri\•e r J 011rnPy; or, Down the Oh io.
at East Rock; or, The Burning of New Haven_
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Fer sale by all newsdealers, or w i ll be 11ent tO RJty ad ..
dress on recf"ipt of price-, 7c. per copy, tn money or Po&·
tuge stamps, by

:E'RANK TOUSEY. Pnb., 168 W. 23d St., N . Y.

SCENARIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

P rice 115 Cente p.,.. Copy
Th is book con tains an the most recent chan ges In th2
method of construction and submission of scennrlo•.
Rh t y Lesson s, covering ~ve ry phase ot scenario writ·
lo g . 1''or s a le b y a ll Newsd ea lers and Bookstores.
It you cannot p r ocu re a cop y, s~nd ns the p rice,
15 cent!!. in m oney or p osta ge stamps, and we w i ll
mall you one, p o s t a ge trP.e. Ad dress
L. SENA.BENS, 2lf Sevent h t ve .. New York, N. T.

TEN-CENT

HAND

BOOKS

Uaefal, Instructive, a:od Amuain&. The,. C.ntam
Valuable Information oa Alm..& Every Subject
No. M. HO W TO K EEP AND .MAN AGE P ETS.G iving comp lete information as t o t he manner an d
m et hod or r aising, keeping, tam i n g , breedin g and ma n agtng ' all k inds of pets; a lso g i vi n g fu ll i nstr u ctions tor
m aki n-g cages, e t c. F u lly expla i n ed by twenty-ei g ht
Illu str ati ons.
No. 56.-HOW TO B E COME A N ENG I NEER.-Co n taining !ul1 instru ctions how tu become a locomotive
engineer; also directions for building a mode l locomotive ; together wit h a full description of everything a n
englnejlr should know.
N o. 58. HO W T O B E A D_ETEC T IVE.- By Old King
Brady, the well -known detective_ In which he Jays down
some valu11ble rules fo'r beginners, and also relates some
adventures ot wen-known detectives.
No. 60. H OW TO B EC01UE A PHOTOGRAPH ER.Containing useful information reg11rding the camera
and how to work it; also how to make Photographic
Magic Lantern Slides and other Transparencies. Hand·
somely !l!ustra ted.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECT RI CAL Jll ACH INES.
-Conta wing full dire ~tions for makiug electrical ma·
<! h ines, induction coils, dynamos and many novel toye
t o be work ed by electrlc1ty. lly B . A. It. llen nett. Fully
.llustr ated.
N o. 65 . MULDO ON'S J O.KES.-Tlle most origtual j oke
book ever p u hlishcd, and it is hrimtu) of wit a n d
humor. It contains a large coJJection or sougs, jokes,
conundrums, etc., ol T e rrence Muldoon, the great wit.
humoris t and prur.tical jok e r of the day.
N o. 66. HO W TO DO PUZZLES.- Containiu g over
three hundred interesting puzzles uml couuudrums, with
key to 8nme. A complete book. b'uJJy illustrated.
N,, 67.- HOW T0 D O ELECTRICAL TUIC K S.- <..:ontalning a large collection of Instructive a n d higblJ
amusing eleclricnl tricks, together with illustration s.
By A. Anderson.
No. 68. H OW TO DO CH EM I CAL T R I CK S. -Con (.ainjng ove1· one bulldred. highly awusing and instrucHy A. Anderson. Hand·
t!Ye tricks with chewicals.
somely illustrated .
.No. 69. HOW 'l' O D O SLEI<J H T-0 1''-H AND .- Conta!n·
Ing over nfly or the latest a nd best t r ick s used b.J
magicians- Also containiug the secret or second-sight.
l•uuy illustrated.
N u. 711. llO W TO JllAKE MAGIC T OYS.- Contai11ing
tun dir ections for making lfog ic Toys and devices ot
many kinds. Fully illustrated.
N o. 71. H O W TO DO MEC H ANICAL T JI ICK S. -Con ·
ta! ning complete instructions for performing over sixtJ
·
Mechanical '!'ricks. F u lly Illustrated.
No. 72. HOW 1'0 D O SIXT\'. 'l' KI CKS WI TH CAU DS.
-Embracing all of the latest null most deceptive card
trich:s, with illustrations.
:No. 74. H O W 'l'O WR I TE LET TERS COURECTLY.
-Containing full iustructions ! or writing letter s on al ·
most. any sulJject; !llso rul"s !or punctuati on an I comIJOSitlon, witb specimen le tters.
No. 76. HOW TO '.fELL FOUTUNES BY TUE H AND
-Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid
ll n es of the hand or thP. secret of p almistry . A lso the
secret of telling future events by a.id ·or moles, m a rks.
scars, etc. Illu s trated .
HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH
No. 77.
CARD!'..- Containing dece ptive Curd Tricks as performed
Arranged tor
by leading conjurers- and magicians.
home amusement. Fully Illustrated.
No, So. GUS WILLIAJllS' JOKE BOOK.-Contalnlng
the latest jokes. anecdotes and funny stories of tbl9
world-renown ed German comedian. Sixty-four pages ·
handsome colored cover, containing a half-tone photo o f
the author.
No. SZ. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.- Contalnlng the
most approved m e thods of reading the lines on the
band, togeth er with a full e xplanation of their meaning .
Also expl~lning phrenology, and the key for telling char acter by the bumps on th e bead. By Leo Hugo Koch.
A. C. S. Fully lllu strated.
0
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F e r aale bJ an n e wsd ealers, or "111 be •-t te aa7
ad•r•H on receipt of p rice, l Oc. per eopJ, la
mone1 or 1tamp1. ltJ

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher,
168 Wut 23d
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RHEUMATISM LEFT HIM
AS IF BY MAGIC!
Had Suffered
Over 50 Yeara!
Now 8 3 Years.
Yet a Big
Surprise
To F1·iende
Regains
Strength

Goes Out
Fishing
Back to
Business
Laughs at

"URIC
ACID"
How the
"Inner
Mysteries"
Reveals Startlins.
Facts Overlooked '.
By Doctors and
Scientists For Centuries
" I am eighty-three years old and I doctored for rheumati~m ever since I came out
ot the army over fifty years ago," writes
J. B. Ashelman .
"Like many others, I
spent money freely for so-called 'cures', a nd
I have r ead about 'Uric Acid' until I could
almost taste it. I coulcl not sleep nights
or walk without pain; my nands were so
sor~ and stiff I could not hold a pen.
But
now, JIS it by magic, I am again in active
business and can walk with ease or write all
day with comfort. Friends are surprised at
the change."
HOW IT HAPPENED

Mr. Asbelmau Is only one of thonsands
who suffered for years, owing to the ge.11eral belief in the old, false theory that "Orie
_ Acid" canses rhenmatism. This erroneous
belief induced him and legions ot unfortunate men and women to take wrong treatments. Yoll might just as wel! attempt to
put out a fir e with oil as to try and get
rid of your rheumatism, neuritis and Uke
complai nts, by taking treatments supposed
to drive Uric Acid out of your blood and
body. Many physicians and scientists now
know that Uric Acid never did, never can
and never will cause rheumatism; that It is
a natural and necessary constituent of the
\Jlood; that It is found in every new-born
babe; and that without it we could not live!
'rbese statements may seem strange to
some folks, who have all along been led to
believe in tbe old " Uric Acid" humbug. It
took Mr. Ashelman fifty years to find out
this truth. He learned how to get rid of
the tru e cause of his rh eumatism, other
tlisorders, and recover his strength from
" 'J'he Inner Mysteries," n remarkable book
now being distributed free by an authority
who devoted over twenty years to the scientific study of fhls particular trouble.
NO'l'E : I! any r eader of this magazine
wishes the book that reveals tbese facts regarding the true cause and cure of rheumatism, facts that were overlooked by doctors and scientists for centu'ries past, simply
send a post card or letter to H:. P. C1e11r·
water, No. 53* ' K Street, Hallowell, Maine,
and it will be -sent by return mail without
any charge wllatever. Cut out this notice
les\ you torget I It not a sufferer yonrs\)lf
' hand this good news to some airUcted friend. I

TOBACCO
Or SNUFF HABIT

Cured or NO PAY

No matter whether used in pipe, cigarette,
cigars, c hewed, or used In tbe form ot snuff.
8u perba Tobacco Remedy contains · nothing
injurious, no dope, poisons, or habit-forming drugs. Guarnnteed. Sent on trial. It
It cures costs you one dollar. It It fails, or
it you are not perfectly satisfied, costs you
nothing. White for tull remPd:V today.
SVPE.RBA COMPANY, !121, Baltimore, Md.

BOYS!

BOYS! . BOYS!

h THROW
YOUR
VOICE

Into a trunk, under t.he ~ or
anywhere. Lots of Fun fooling
· the TeSl!her, Policeman or
Frtends.

"\.lillllr~~IY

WHY GROW OLD

Glands of Young Animals Said to

Renew Youthful Vigor!
Noted European scientists declare that the Yitai
glands of young animals have remarkable powers
for renewing vitality and buildi.nz up weak. rundown men and women.

FREE Trial Offer
We linve made arrangements to supply a highly
concentrated extra•t (Glandine) containing the
active principles of the glands of young animal•,
to men and women everywhere. with the understanding that results must be er;>tirely satisfactory
or there is no charge and the person using the extract is to be made the sole judge.

Amazing Results
People who have taken GLANDINE only a few
· days have written letters telling of results that
seem astonishing. Don't doubt. Don't hesitate.
Try GLANDINE at once. We assume all risk.
You none. Results must amaze and delight you
or there is no charge whatsoever.

Send No Money
Simply send your name and address and learn
how you can take GLANDINE in the Privacy of
your own home, under our absolute guarantee of
satisfaction or no charge. Send no money. Aecept this FREE Trial Offer TODAY.

GLANDINE LABORATORIES
A8 South Clark, Suite 1555, C:hic:aco. UL

MOCCASIN
MAKING MAY
BE A LOST ART
Because of a
scarcity of proper
le a t h e r f r o m
which to manufacture footwear,
and the availability of storn
shoes, I n d i a n
moccasin making
wili soon be a lost
art.
Throughout the
Northwest
th e
fringe - bordeied
and bead-bedecked Indian moccasin is rapidly being substituted by
the white man's
shoe. The highlaced shoe -is a
favorite
wit h
both sexes.
The abol'iginal
moccasin fabric
was moose hide
for cold weather
in the Northwest;
buffalo hide with
the hair on for
winter on the
plains ; buc1"skin
for all general
purposes, and later on beef hide in
place of the disappearing skins.
In one fabric or
the other · were
distinct t i· i b a i
models with hist or i c a 1 events
drawn in beads.
The squaws were
the recorders of
history by their
moccasin
bead
work. The Crow,
Sioux and Blackfoot Indian shoes
possessed a hard
rawhide sole to
ward off stubby
grass and pebbles.
In the snowy
regions of the
Northwest
the
moccasin
·h a d
soft soles . that
would admit of
the use of the
snowsho~ - " .'

ALCOHOL F OR
GASOLE NE.
I n Pern a mbuco,
B r azil, they h ave
foun d a new use
for alcoho l. They
drive t heir autom obiles wi th it
instead of gasolene. There are
two r ea sons for
this substitution.
The first is the
high price of gasolene, w hich is
selling in Perna m bu c o for
$5.83 per ca se of
ten gellons, and
the secQlld is t h at
alcohol
down
t h ere is a byproduct of the sugar
cane industry and
is very plentiful.
T hese facts are
reported by our
consul at Pernambuco, C. R .
Cameron. H e relat es tha t planters who use the
a lcohol v a s t 1 y
for
automobile
fu el have foun d
that pure alcoh ol
of fr om 41 to 42
degr ees answer s
the requi rements
of au tomobile motor s , w ith a
slight alterat ion
in the carburetor.
A s the combustion is more comp lete, very li ttle
carbonized ma tter
iR depos ited in the
combustion ch amber, the spar k
plugs are clean
and
only
the
valves
(exposed
parts ) are subj ect t o r ust. Exper ience has demonstrated th at the
addition of five
per cent. of gasolene or kerosene
will prevent this
rusting, and will,
moreover, have a
lubricating effect
on the cylinder. It
is believed that
this five per cent.
mixture will form
the standa rd type
of alcohol motor
fuel

I
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TOBACCO HABIT
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CREDIT JEWELERS

SEND FOR CHRISTMAS C ATALflG
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MAKE I T OVIT rov

Not only Is tobacco filthy and dis
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STOPI
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EASr TO QVI T

?erence bow Jone J'OU ba.-e iJsed t obacco, whether
7 011 amok• cls'arettee pipe cfprs chew or ue•

TI:: ~~vi:o T:1~~;

·~u:rit th:U~mfr~:ve~~i~~

and f o r sood. ~o f arther deaU. for to~acco.
Barm.leaa: suanmteed. Has eucceeded In thou·
9&Dds of worst c u ea. No

s to T• I

~~ft".!fi!Mr.:~·. Small en n r1a
Write today tor lull Treatment on trial. ·
llSRKINa CHEMICAL c o..

12A, st., Hutl ..... Nebr.

Beau tiful Thin Watch

Send Jfo -----~. .....""'.!'.,.,.,._=-

--N

BIRTH STONE RING

00::::;;:---~~C!:'.

FREE!

14K Go ld -filled, gu a r anteed
to g ive s atisfa c tion, with
s ton e for an y m on th, t o In trodu ce onr catalogue. Send
l 5c to cover co st of nd vert ising and mailin g .
Send

'W'

size.

Sun Jewelry Co .• Dept. LG, E. B o sto n, Mass.

FREE TO B OYS AND GIRLS-Guns, D ol'l s,
;<kates . Rings a nd man y o ther things y ou
wan t. All given f r ee for s ome ea sy work
In s p a r e time . J ust se nd u s yo ur name and
address-y ou will r eceive details FREE .
P n ·n . . •um Co., 1840 Teller Avenue, New York

Dr. E . E. Paddock, a
physician of Kansaa
City, Mo., B ox 5U -201,
Is g iving away a free book on Impr oved
met h od of treating lnftammatlon and cata r rh
of the Gall-bladder a nd Bile-ducts a s asso ciated with Gallstones. .Hu ndreds report remarkable r esults. W ri te f or t his Free Book
today .

GALLSTONES

•

$100.0 REWARD

•

For the Capture of This Man

ONVICT 6138, escaped from the State Penitentiary;
Name, Charjes Condray; ~e. 37; Height, 5 ft. 8 in.
Weight, 141 pounds; Hair, light brown; Eyes, gray.
E asy enough to identify him from his photograph and
t his description, you may say - but, Condray took the
name of "Brown", dyed h is hair, darkened his skin, grew
a mustache, put on weight and walked with a stoop.
Yet, he was captured and identified so positively that
h e knew the game was up, and r eturned to the peni·
t er>tiary without ext radition.
H ow was it accomplished? Read the whole story on page
13 of a thrilling free book which is yours for the asking,

C

Thirteen Mystifying Detective Stories Free
Thirteen stories of crime, daring robberies, mysterious
murders, thrilling escapes. Every one true. Read the
s to ry of the automobile murder. Find out how Sheriff
Mc Donald solved the mystery of the Blood Stain on the
Cash Registet. Read about the Political plot in Daven·
port, Iowa, and how it was thwarted.
This book , fully illustrated..._with weird pictures of the
criminals at work, is yours " REE. Just send the coupon.
Fill in your name and address and mail it today. No
obligation on your part. The book is yours.

Professional Secrets of Twelve Master Minds
Secret methods revealed. Twelve big American detec·
tives tell the secrets of the method they employ. The
s tory of their achievements, their life histories, their
p ictures an in this book. Learn how mysteries are being
solved daily by these great detectives. Find out how
simple their methods really are. With an idea of t he
principles of their methods, you can follow in their steps.
W ith their secrets in your possession, you may be able
to develop into a famous detective-win glory, honor,
r enown, wealth and big rewards.

The Mystery of Crime Detection
More and m ore the detection of crime r esolves itself Into
the problem of identification. Any m an of ordinary ability
can master this p rofession if he has in his possession the
secrets of the method employed by famous identification
experts. The key to this method is yours for the asking.

Your Opportunity
T his Big Book is full of astounding information about
detective work and facts on crime detection that will
amaze and int rigue you. Stories of crime and criminals.
Helpful advice from big detectives. Absolutely free.
Just fill in coupon with your name and address, and we'll
send you postpa id the most astounding information on
Identification that you ever read. You'll be shockedand surprised -and inspired. Send for this book today.

Don't Wai•t

Tbfo book 11 foat off the press . Obtain the
first cc!ition. 'l'he demand will beenormovc.
Don't wait until this ec!i tio n is e%bao:1ted. If yoa de.lay, /.oa

~d p~:t d!TS~fiii~t;~Ur~i:t!1~.r, 1~1~o:eoc:o~ 8 b~~~1 \~ 1 be ~~
v•t ahead of vou.

t urned. :Bon' t let the other fellow

t his book. Then eend for i t right now.

You wu.t

T. G. COOKE, Pres., Univerrfty of Arr lled Scieoce
Dept . !1097, 1920 Sunnyside Avenue Cbica&o, Illinois

. .................,..........................................................................
~

T. G. COOKE, Pres., Univenity of Ao11Ued Science
1920 Sunnyside Avenue, -nept. !1097, Chicago, lllhlolt
DP.al' Mr. Cooke:- Pleaeo send me FREI!; a nd prepaid you r new
illoet rated book on Crime and Crime Detection. It is full•

lllllderatood that I assume no oblisation.
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ELECTRIC ITY
\ The Short Cut To Big-Pay

Electrica l Experts Earn
$3,500 to $10,000 a Year
I Give You A Real Training

Be a Big-Pay Man
The "short-cut" to "Big-Pay" is train, ing. The big field of today for the
train ed man is Electricity. Trained
"Electrical Experts" earn $70.00 to
$200.00 a week.
~

Your Success Guaranteed

lVhy lVork for Less?

· rWbv work for $25.00 or $30.00 or S40.00 a
week 1 With a few months training under me,
through my easily-learned, quickly-grasped,
right-up-to-the-minute, spare-time, HomeStudy Course in Practical Electricity you can
fit yourself for one of these bigger jobsone of these jobs that pay $3,500 to $10,000
a year.
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L. L. Cooke, Chief Engineer,
Chic;a.110 Engineering Works,
D ept.20X,

1918 Sunn:raide A ve., C bica110, llL

Dear Sir: Send at once Sample Lessons, your
Big Book, and full particulars of your Free Outfit
and Home Study Course-all fully pr epaid, without
obligation on my part.

Address____ _
tO O A

As Chief Engineer of the Chicago Enllineerintr
Works, I know just the kind of training you need to
succeed as an Electrical Expert. My course in Electricity is so simple, thorou gh and up-to-date that you
can easily understand and apply every line of it- no bill
words, no useless theory, no higher mathematicsjust plain, every-day, straight-from-the-shoulder,
m an-to-man English-the kind you and I u se every day.

My course is backed by an iron-clad guarantee that
insures your success and satisfaction. I positively will
refund every cent paid me in tuition if you are not
fully satisfied. No other school will do this for you.
Back of me in my guarantee stands the Chicago Engineering Works, a Million Dollar Institution.

Free Electrical lVorking Outfit
To make your success certain I give you tools to
work with-a splendid big outfit of electrical instruments and materials, No chance for failure here!

Save $45.50 By Enrolling Now
By enrolling now you can save $45.50 on the regular
low price of my course. But you must act at once.
Write me today, for my Bill Free Book, "How To
Become An Electrical Expert." It's t he first step
t owards bigger pay.
Yours for euccess.
L . L.CooKe. CH I E F E N GINE ER.

,CH1CAsa E~~.m.~~R~IMIS WIDlR~s
~ Dept. 20X, 1918SunnyaideAve.,Cbicag~,llL

